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Michelson interferometers
(the main reference for these slides is the paper by Black and Gutenkunst, An introduction to signal extraction in 
interferometric gravitational wave detectors, Am. J. Phys. 71 (2003) 365)

arms, reflect off the end mirrors, and recombine to interfere
back at the beam splitter.20 The light emitted at the observa-
tion or antisymmetric port provides a measure of the differ-
ence between the lengths of the interferometer’s arms. !The
symmetric port, from which light returns to the laser, also
contains information about the relative arm lengths. Conser-
vation of energy requires that the power coming out of the
symmetric and antisymmetric ports, along with any power
lost in the instrument, accounts for all of the input power."
Let us consider quantitatively the response of a simple

Michelson interferometer to a gravitational wave. It is not
difficult to derive an expression for the electric field at the
output of the interferometer, Eout , as a function of the elec-
tric field at its input, E in ,

Eout!
1
2 !rxeik2!x"ryeik2!y"E in . !1"

Here !x and !y are the lengths of the two arms, k is the wave
number for the light we are using, and rx and ry are the
amplitude reflectivities of the end mirrors. In our convention,
a perfectly reflecting mirror has r!"1.
The power falling on the photodiode in Fig. 2 is the square

of the magnitude of the electric field, !Eout!2, or, for perfectly
reflecting end mirrors,

Pout!P in cos2#k!!x"!y"$ , !2"

where P in!!E in!2 is the power entering the interferometer,
provided by the laser in Fig. 2. This output power, and hence
the voltage produced by the photodiode, varies sinusoidally
with the difference in arm lengths, as shown in Fig. 3. If we
let the arm lengths in the absence of a gravitational wave be
!x and !y , then we can write the total arm length as !x
#%!x and !y#%!y , where a gravitational wave induces the
perturbations %!x and %!y . If we write the strain induced by
the gravitational wave as

h&
%!x"%!y

!
, !3"

then we can write the power at the output of the interferom-
eter as

Pout!P in cos2#k!'!#!h "$ , !4"

where '!!!x"!y is the asymmetry in the arm lengths in
the absence of a signal, and the average arm length is !
!(!x#!y)/2. In this paper we will assume that the gravita-
tional wave strain is very small—small enough that k!h
$1. We can then choose an operating point at some '! and
look at the small perturbations in the output power around
that point that the gravitational wave produces. We can de-
scribe this small-signal response mathematically by a Taylor
expansion about '! .

Pout!P in cos2!k'! "#P in
(

(u cos
2u"

u!k'!

!k!h "#¯ .

!5"

The response of our simple Michelson interferometer to a
gravitational wave strain h is proportional to the derivative
of the output power with respect to '! , so the obvious thing
to do is to operate at the point where that derivative is maxi-
mum, which is point 1 in Fig. 3. At this point k'!!)/4, and

Pout*
P in
2 #1"2k!h$ . !6"

Unfortunately, we are then left with a fairly large dc term,
P in cos2(k'!)!Pin/2 in this case, which will fluctuate if '!
varies due to any perturbations on the mirrors, whether it be
a gravitational wave, or seismic disturbance, etc. More im-
portantly, this dc term is proportional to P in , which can fluc-
tuate even if the mirrors remain still.
Measuring small changes in a large signal is seldom an

effective way to do experimental physics. If the amplitude of
the gravitational wave we want to study is very small, as is
too often the case, fluctuations in the dc term described
above can completely obscure our signal. What we need is a
way to reduce or even eliminate the dc term while retaining
and, if possible, boosting our signal. How we meet these two
goals is the subject of this paper.

Fig. 2. A basic Michelson interferometer is sensitive to the kinds of strain a
gravitational wave will produce. Incident laser light is split by a beam split-
ter, sent down orthogonal paths along the x and y axis, reflected from mir-
rors at the ends of these paths, and recombined back at the beam splitter. The
interference between these two return beams produces a net intensity that is
sensitive to differential changes in the lengths of the arms.

Fig. 3. The intensity of the light at the observation port versus the difference
in arm lengths !units of +, the wavelength of the light". Operating at point 1
maximizes the change in power for a given change in arm lengths, but also
makes the instrument sensitive to intensity noise in the light source. Oper-
ating at point 2 eliminates this problem, but, in a simple Michelson inter-
ferometer, it reduces the signal to a second-order effect.
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(note that the amplitude reflection coefficients are equal to -1 
for a perfect mirror; moreover in this formula we consider the 
substrate of the beamsplitter where the reflection picks up an 
additional minus sign only in one direction of propagation)
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Transfer function

arms, reflect off the end mirrors, and recombine to interfere
back at the beam splitter.20 The light emitted at the observa-
tion or antisymmetric port provides a measure of the differ-
ence between the lengths of the interferometer’s arms. !The
symmetric port, from which light returns to the laser, also
contains information about the relative arm lengths. Conser-
vation of energy requires that the power coming out of the
symmetric and antisymmetric ports, along with any power
lost in the instrument, accounts for all of the input power."
Let us consider quantitatively the response of a simple

Michelson interferometer to a gravitational wave. It is not
difficult to derive an expression for the electric field at the
output of the interferometer, Eout , as a function of the elec-
tric field at its input, E in ,

Eout!
1
2 !rxeik2!x"ryeik2!y"E in . !1"

Here !x and !y are the lengths of the two arms, k is the wave
number for the light we are using, and rx and ry are the
amplitude reflectivities of the end mirrors. In our convention,
a perfectly reflecting mirror has r!"1.
The power falling on the photodiode in Fig. 2 is the square

of the magnitude of the electric field, !Eout!2, or, for perfectly
reflecting end mirrors,

Pout!P in cos2#k!!x"!y"$ , !2"

where P in!!E in!2 is the power entering the interferometer,
provided by the laser in Fig. 2. This output power, and hence
the voltage produced by the photodiode, varies sinusoidally
with the difference in arm lengths, as shown in Fig. 3. If we
let the arm lengths in the absence of a gravitational wave be
!x and !y , then we can write the total arm length as !x
#%!x and !y#%!y , where a gravitational wave induces the
perturbations %!x and %!y . If we write the strain induced by
the gravitational wave as

h&
%!x"%!y

!
, !3"

then we can write the power at the output of the interferom-
eter as

Pout!P in cos2#k!'!#!h "$ , !4"

where '!!!x"!y is the asymmetry in the arm lengths in
the absence of a signal, and the average arm length is !
!(!x#!y)/2. In this paper we will assume that the gravita-
tional wave strain is very small—small enough that k!h
$1. We can then choose an operating point at some '! and
look at the small perturbations in the output power around
that point that the gravitational wave produces. We can de-
scribe this small-signal response mathematically by a Taylor
expansion about '! .
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The response of our simple Michelson interferometer to a
gravitational wave strain h is proportional to the derivative
of the output power with respect to '! , so the obvious thing
to do is to operate at the point where that derivative is maxi-
mum, which is point 1 in Fig. 3. At this point k'!!)/4, and

Pout*
P in
2 #1"2k!h$ . !6"

Unfortunately, we are then left with a fairly large dc term,
P in cos2(k'!)!Pin/2 in this case, which will fluctuate if '!
varies due to any perturbations on the mirrors, whether it be
a gravitational wave, or seismic disturbance, etc. More im-
portantly, this dc term is proportional to P in , which can fluc-
tuate even if the mirrors remain still.
Measuring small changes in a large signal is seldom an

effective way to do experimental physics. If the amplitude of
the gravitational wave we want to study is very small, as is
too often the case, fluctuations in the dc term described
above can completely obscure our signal. What we need is a
way to reduce or even eliminate the dc term while retaining
and, if possible, boosting our signal. How we meet these two
goals is the subject of this paper.

Fig. 2. A basic Michelson interferometer is sensitive to the kinds of strain a
gravitational wave will produce. Incident laser light is split by a beam split-
ter, sent down orthogonal paths along the x and y axis, reflected from mir-
rors at the ends of these paths, and recombined back at the beam splitter. The
interference between these two return beams produces a net intensity that is
sensitive to differential changes in the lengths of the arms.

Fig. 3. The intensity of the light at the observation port versus the difference
in arm lengths !units of +, the wavelength of the light". Operating at point 1
maximizes the change in power for a given change in arm lengths, but also
makes the instrument sensitive to intensity noise in the light source. Oper-
ating at point 2 eliminates this problem, but, in a simple Michelson inter-
ferometer, it reduces the signal to a second-order effect.
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The ratio of the electric field amplitudes 

is the transfer function of the interferometer.
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Effect of a GW with + polarization (w.r.t. the interferometer arms)

arms, reflect off the end mirrors, and recombine to interfere
back at the beam splitter.20 The light emitted at the observa-
tion or antisymmetric port provides a measure of the differ-
ence between the lengths of the interferometer’s arms. !The
symmetric port, from which light returns to the laser, also
contains information about the relative arm lengths. Conser-
vation of energy requires that the power coming out of the
symmetric and antisymmetric ports, along with any power
lost in the instrument, accounts for all of the input power."
Let us consider quantitatively the response of a simple

Michelson interferometer to a gravitational wave. It is not
difficult to derive an expression for the electric field at the
output of the interferometer, Eout , as a function of the elec-
tric field at its input, E in ,

Eout!
1
2 !rxeik2!x"ryeik2!y"E in . !1"

Here !x and !y are the lengths of the two arms, k is the wave
number for the light we are using, and rx and ry are the
amplitude reflectivities of the end mirrors. In our convention,
a perfectly reflecting mirror has r!"1.
The power falling on the photodiode in Fig. 2 is the square

of the magnitude of the electric field, !Eout!2, or, for perfectly
reflecting end mirrors,

Pout!P in cos2#k!!x"!y"$ , !2"

where P in!!E in!2 is the power entering the interferometer,
provided by the laser in Fig. 2. This output power, and hence
the voltage produced by the photodiode, varies sinusoidally
with the difference in arm lengths, as shown in Fig. 3. If we
let the arm lengths in the absence of a gravitational wave be
!x and !y , then we can write the total arm length as !x
#%!x and !y#%!y , where a gravitational wave induces the
perturbations %!x and %!y . If we write the strain induced by
the gravitational wave as

h&
%!x"%!y

!
, !3"

then we can write the power at the output of the interferom-
eter as

Pout!P in cos2#k!'!#!h "$ , !4"

where '!!!x"!y is the asymmetry in the arm lengths in
the absence of a signal, and the average arm length is !
!(!x#!y)/2. In this paper we will assume that the gravita-
tional wave strain is very small—small enough that k!h
$1. We can then choose an operating point at some '! and
look at the small perturbations in the output power around
that point that the gravitational wave produces. We can de-
scribe this small-signal response mathematically by a Taylor
expansion about '! .
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The response of our simple Michelson interferometer to a
gravitational wave strain h is proportional to the derivative
of the output power with respect to '! , so the obvious thing
to do is to operate at the point where that derivative is maxi-
mum, which is point 1 in Fig. 3. At this point k'!!)/4, and

Pout*
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Unfortunately, we are then left with a fairly large dc term,
P in cos2(k'!)!Pin/2 in this case, which will fluctuate if '!
varies due to any perturbations on the mirrors, whether it be
a gravitational wave, or seismic disturbance, etc. More im-
portantly, this dc term is proportional to P in , which can fluc-
tuate even if the mirrors remain still.
Measuring small changes in a large signal is seldom an

effective way to do experimental physics. If the amplitude of
the gravitational wave we want to study is very small, as is
too often the case, fluctuations in the dc term described
above can completely obscure our signal. What we need is a
way to reduce or even eliminate the dc term while retaining
and, if possible, boosting our signal. How we meet these two
goals is the subject of this paper.

Fig. 2. A basic Michelson interferometer is sensitive to the kinds of strain a
gravitational wave will produce. Incident laser light is split by a beam split-
ter, sent down orthogonal paths along the x and y axis, reflected from mir-
rors at the ends of these paths, and recombined back at the beam splitter. The
interference between these two return beams produces a net intensity that is
sensitive to differential changes in the lengths of the arms.

Fig. 3. The intensity of the light at the observation port versus the difference
in arm lengths !units of +, the wavelength of the light". Operating at point 1
maximizes the change in power for a given change in arm lengths, but also
makes the instrument sensitive to intensity noise in the light source. Oper-
ating at point 2 eliminates this problem, but, in a simple Michelson inter-
ferometer, it reduces the signal to a second-order effect.
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) Pout = cos2 [k(�`+ `h)]Pin

and the transfer function becomes
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arms, reflect off the end mirrors, and recombine to interfere
back at the beam splitter.20 The light emitted at the observa-
tion or antisymmetric port provides a measure of the differ-
ence between the lengths of the interferometer’s arms. !The
symmetric port, from which light returns to the laser, also
contains information about the relative arm lengths. Conser-
vation of energy requires that the power coming out of the
symmetric and antisymmetric ports, along with any power
lost in the instrument, accounts for all of the input power."
Let us consider quantitatively the response of a simple

Michelson interferometer to a gravitational wave. It is not
difficult to derive an expression for the electric field at the
output of the interferometer, Eout , as a function of the elec-
tric field at its input, E in ,

Eout!
1
2 !rxeik2!x"ryeik2!y"E in . !1"

Here !x and !y are the lengths of the two arms, k is the wave
number for the light we are using, and rx and ry are the
amplitude reflectivities of the end mirrors. In our convention,
a perfectly reflecting mirror has r!"1.
The power falling on the photodiode in Fig. 2 is the square

of the magnitude of the electric field, !Eout!2, or, for perfectly
reflecting end mirrors,

Pout!P in cos2#k!!x"!y"$ , !2"

where P in!!E in!2 is the power entering the interferometer,
provided by the laser in Fig. 2. This output power, and hence
the voltage produced by the photodiode, varies sinusoidally
with the difference in arm lengths, as shown in Fig. 3. If we
let the arm lengths in the absence of a gravitational wave be
!x and !y , then we can write the total arm length as !x
#%!x and !y#%!y , where a gravitational wave induces the
perturbations %!x and %!y . If we write the strain induced by
the gravitational wave as

h&
%!x"%!y

!
, !3"

then we can write the power at the output of the interferom-
eter as

Pout!P in cos2#k!'!#!h "$ , !4"

where '!!!x"!y is the asymmetry in the arm lengths in
the absence of a signal, and the average arm length is !
!(!x#!y)/2. In this paper we will assume that the gravita-
tional wave strain is very small—small enough that k!h
$1. We can then choose an operating point at some '! and
look at the small perturbations in the output power around
that point that the gravitational wave produces. We can de-
scribe this small-signal response mathematically by a Taylor
expansion about '! .

Pout!P in cos2!k'! "#P in
(

(u cos
2u"

u!k'!

!k!h "# Ø .

!5"

The response of our simple Michelson interferometer to a
gravitational wave strain h is proportional to the derivative
of the output power with respect to '! , so the obvious thing
to do is to operate at the point where that derivative is maxi-
mum, which is point 1 in Fig. 3. At this point k'!!)/4, and

Pout*
P in
2 #1"2k!h$ . !6"

Unfortunately, we are then left with a fairly large dc term,
P in cos2(k'!)!Pin/2 in this case, which will fluctuate if '!
varies due to any perturbations on the mirrors, whether it be
a gravitational wave, or seismic disturbance, etc. More im-
portantly, this dc term is proportional to P in , which can fluc-
tuate even if the mirrors remain still.
Measuring small changes in a large signal is seldom an

effective way to do experimental physics. If the amplitude of
the gravitational wave we want to study is very small, as is
too often the case, fluctuations in the dc term described
above can completely obscure our signal. What we need is a
way to reduce or even eliminate the dc term while retaining
and, if possible, boosting our signal. How we meet these two
goals is the subject of this paper.

Fig. 2. A basic Michelson interferometer is sensitive to the kinds of strain a
gravitational wave will produce. Incident laser light is split by a beam split-
ter, sent down orthogonal paths along the x and y axis, reflected from mir-
rors at the ends of these paths, and recombined back at the beam splitter. The
interference between these two return beams produces a net intensity that is
sensitive to differential changes in the lengths of the arms.

Fig. 3. The intensity of the light at the observation port versus the difference
in arm lengths !units of +, the wavelength of the light". Operating at point 1
maximizes the change in power for a given change in arm lengths, but also
makes the instrument sensitive to intensity noise in the light source. Oper-
ating at point 2 eliminates this problem, but, in a simple Michelson inter-
ferometer, it reduces the signal to a second-order effect.
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Figure 2. The response of a Michelson interferometer as a function of the fringe level. The half and
dark fringe conditions are marked as 1 and 2, respectively.

The incident electromagnetic field of the laser, passing through the modulator, acquires
a time-varying phase and the electromagnetic field becomes:

y(t) = y0e�i(w0t+m sin(Wt)), (21)

where y0 is the amplitude of the input beam, w0 is the laser frequency, m is the modulation
index and W is the modulation frequency.

Equation (21) can be expanded in Fourier modes as:

y(t) = y0

+•

Â
n=�•

Jn(m)e�i(w0+nW)t, (22)

where Jn(m) are the Bessel functions. For m << 1, only three terms of the expansion can
be considered:

y(t) ⇡ y0

h
J0(m)e�iw0t + J1(m)e�i(w0+W)t + J�1(m)e�i(w0�W)t

i
, (23)

where the first term represents the carrier, and the other two terms correspond to the first
upper and lower sidebands with frequencies w± = w0 ± W. Equation (23) describes the
beam impinging on the Fabry–Perot resonant cavity as composed of three independent
fields: the carrier and the sideband ones.

If the distance between the beam splitter and the input mirror of the FP cavity along
X and Y arms is the same, carrier and sidebands are both on the dark fringe. However,
introducing a macroscopic arm length difference of several centimeter equal to an integer
number of laser wavelength, called Schnupp asymmetry (lX � lY in Figure 1), the sidebands
are no longer on the dark fringe, allowing to be transferred through the interferometer to
the output port even if the carrier is at the dark fringe.

When a GW propagates through the interferometer, the term of the electromagnetic
field at the dark port containing the contributions of beats of the carrier with the sidebands,
encodes the GW signal, which is linear in h and oscillates at frequency W [8]. In a second
demodulation process the photo-current is then electronically demodulated at W in order
to finally derive the GW signal stream at fgw.

In conclusion, operating at dark fringe and introducing a small asymmetry in the
distance between the beam splitter and the input mirrors of the FP cavities, make the signal
insensitive to the laser power fluctuations and allow the extraction of the GW signal from
the component demodulated at W which is linear (and not quadratic) in h.

This technique, based on the use of the sidebands as optical local oscillator to extract
the gravitational wave signal, called heterodyne readout, was commonly used in the
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Phase modulation

tial motion of the end mirrors has introduced a small phase in
E . This phase is positive for the y arm !the arm along the y
axis", but negative for the x arm because the mirrors move in
opposite directions under the influence of the gravitational
wave. When it reflects off of the beam splitter, the light from
the x arm acquires a 180° phase shift, so that when it com-
bines with the light from the y arm, destructive interference
occurs and, in the absence of a gravitational wave, the port is
dark. In the presence of a gravitational wave, the small
imaginary components acquired in the x and y arms add
constructively after the beam splitter, resulting in a small,
purely imaginary E . That this field is 90° out of phase with
the light incident on the beam splitter will be important later,
when we talk about lock-in detection. The power falling on
the photodetector is the square of the amplitude of this small,
imaginary E , just after the photodetector.

Pout!P in sin2!k!h "#P ink2!2h2, !8"

which is proportional to the square of the strain, h2. We
expect h to be very small, on the order of 10"21 or less, so an
output proportional to h2, rather than h , would be quite
small and very difficult to detect. !For a kilometer-scale in-
terferometer, P in would have to be on the order of a kilowatt
to produce more than one photon per second in Pout .) Op-
erating at the null point has eliminated our intensity noise,
but it has also nearly killed our signal. Fortunately, there is a
way to recover the signal without coupling to the intensity
noise, and that is the subject of Sec. VB.

B. Obtaining a linear signal: Lock-in detection

We can recover a signal that is linear in h without reintro-
ducing intensity noise by using lock-in detection.21 In lock-in
detection, we modulate the signal and observe the resulting
change in the output of the instrument. We then compare that
change with our modulation signal to measure the derivative

of the instrument’s output with respect to a signal. At the null
point both the output power and its derivative are zero, but
while a gravitational wave produces a second-order change
in the output power, it produces a first-order change in its
derivative. This first-order signal is something we have a
chance of detecting.

1. Sidebands

Lock-in detection requires that we modulate the signal.
The most obvious way to do that would be to purposefully
move the mirrors in a way that mimics a gravitational wave
signal. In practice, however, it is easier to both implement
and describe this modulation by acting on the phase of the
laser using a Pockels cell. A Pockels cell is essentially just a
block of dielectric material with an index of refraction that
depends on an applied electric field. If we pass the incident
beam through a Pockels cell and apply an oscillating electric
field to it, we will modulate the phase of the light going into
the interferometer, as shown in Fig. 6. The electric field of
the light going into the interferometer can then be written as
E in!E0ei($t#% sin &t)

#E0'J0!%"ei$t#J1!%"ei($#&)t"J1!%"ei($"&)t( , !9"

where J0 and J1 are zeroth and first order Bessel functions.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. !9" is called the
carrier; the next two are referred to as the sidebands.
We can calculate the electric field exiting the interferom-

eter by considering the carrier and sidebands separately. We
define the transfer function t of an interferometer for light of
any given wavelength as the ratio of the output electric field
to the incident field,

t)
Eout
E in

, !10"

where Eout is given by Eq. !1". Our modulated beam is com-
posed of three different wavelengths, so we can find an ex-
pression for the light exiting the interferometer by applying
the appropriate transfer function to each part, that is,

Fig. 5. When one arm is lengthened and the other shortened slightly by a
gravitational wave, the two beams in the arms acquire equal but opposite
small phase shifts. The beam splitter introduces an additional 180° shift
between them. The two beams add so that the net result is a small amplitude
beam phase shifted 90° from the input beam.

Fig. 6. We can use lock-in detection to recover a linear signal from a dark
port.
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We use phase modulation to linearize the interferometer 
response at the null point
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Mathematical aside: 
Bessel’s functions of the first kind and integer order

Consider Laplace’s equation in cylindrical coordinates 

∇2Φ = 0

∇2Φ = ∂2Φ
∂r2

+ 1
r
∂Φ
∂r

+ 1
r2

∂2Φ
∂θ 2 + ∂2Φ

∂z2
= 0
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Φ r,θ , z( ) = R r( )Θ θ( )Z z( )

we try a factored solution

then, we obtain

∂2R
∂r2

Θ θ( )Z z( ) + 1
r
∂R
∂r

Θ θ( )Z z( ) + 1
r2

∂2Θ
∂θ 2 R r( )Z z( ) + ∂2Z

∂z2
R r( )Θ θ( ) = 0

1
R
∂2R
∂r2

+ 1
r
∂R
∂r

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ 1
r2

1
Θ

∂2Θ
∂θ 2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ 1

Z
∂2Z
∂z2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 0

The last sum depends on three separate pieces that depend on different, independent 
variables, and the only way for it to hold for all values of the variables is that each piece is 
a constant.
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1
R
∂2R
∂r2

+ 1
r
∂R
∂r

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ 1
r2

1
Θ

∂2Θ
∂θ 2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ 1

Z
∂2Z
∂z2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 0

⇒ 1
Z
∂2Z
∂z2

= λ 2

⇒ r2 1
R
∂2R
∂r2

+ 1
r
∂R
∂r

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ 1

Θ
∂2Θ
∂θ 2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= −λ 2r2

⇒ r2 1
R
∂2R
∂r2

+ 1
r
∂R
∂r

+ λ 2⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= − 1

Θ
∂2Θ
∂θ 2 = n2

⇒ 1
Θ

∂2Θ
∂θ 2 = −n2 and r2 ∂

2R
∂r2

+ r ∂R
∂r

+ λ 2r2 − n2( )R = 0
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The first two equations are easy to solve

The third equation

is Bessel’s equation of order n

∂2Z
∂z2

= λ 2Z ⇒ Z z( ) = Aλe
λz + Bλe

−λz

∂2Θ
∂θ 2 = −n2Θ ⇒ Θ θ( ) = Cn cosnθ + Dn sinnθ

x2 ∂
2R
∂x2

+ x ∂R
∂x

+ x2 − n2( )R = 0 x = λr( )
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Now let Jn(x) be the solution of the n-th order equation, then

and when we introduce the generating function

we find that it satisfies the equation 

(prove it! For a solution, see the final slides) 

x2 ∂
2 Jn
∂x2

+ x ∂Jn
∂x

+ x2 − n2( )Jn = 0

F x,t( ) = Jn x( )t n
n=−∞

+∞

∑

x2 ∂
2F
∂x2

+ x ∂F
∂x

+ x2F = t 2 ∂
2F
∂t 2

+ t ∂F
∂t
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The following function satisfies the p.d.e.

which we can confirm by direct substitution into the equation.

Finally, if we let

we find the Jacobi-Anger identity

F x,t( ) = exp x
2
t − 1

t
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

t = eiθ

F x,θ( ) = exp x
2
eiθ − e− iθ( )⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
= exp ixsinθ( ) = Jn x( )einθ

n
∑
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Since the generating function

is invariant with respect with the exchange                        we also find

and therefore   

F x,t( ) = exp x
2
t − 1

t
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥
= Jn x( )t n

n
∑

F x,t( ) = Jn x( )t n
n
∑ = −1( )n Jn x( )t −n

n
∑ = −1( )n J−n x( )t n

n
∑

Jn x( ) = −1( )n J−n x( )

t $ �1/t



)$
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Phase modulation

tial motion of the end mirrors has introduced a small phase in
E . This phase is positive for the y arm !the arm along the y
axis", but negative for the x arm because the mirrors move in
opposite directions under the influence of the gravitational
wave. When it reflects off of the beam splitter, the light from
the x arm acquires a 180° phase shift, so that when it com-
bines with the light from the y arm, destructive interference
occurs and, in the absence of a gravitational wave, the port is
dark. In the presence of a gravitational wave, the small
imaginary components acquired in the x and y arms add
constructively after the beam splitter, resulting in a small,
purely imaginary E . That this field is 90° out of phase with
the light incident on the beam splitter will be important later,
when we talk about lock-in detection. The power falling on
the photodetector is the square of the amplitude of this small,
imaginary E , just after the photodetector.

Pout!P in sin2!k!h "#P ink2!2h2, !8"

which is proportional to the square of the strain, h2. We
expect h to be very small, on the order of 10"21 or less, so an
output proportional to h2, rather than h , would be quite
small and very difficult to detect. !For a kilometer-scale in-
terferometer, P in would have to be on the order of a kilowatt
to produce more than one photon per second in Pout .) Op-
erating at the null point has eliminated our intensity noise,
but it has also nearly killed our signal. Fortunately, there is a
way to recover the signal without coupling to the intensity
noise, and that is the subject of Sec. VB.

B. Obtaining a linear signal: Lock-in detection

We can recover a signal that is linear in h without reintro-
ducing intensity noise by using lock-in detection.21 In lock-in
detection, we modulate the signal and observe the resulting
change in the output of the instrument. We then compare that
change with our modulation signal to measure the derivative

of the instrument’s output with respect to a signal. At the null
point both the output power and its derivative are zero, but
while a gravitational wave produces a second-order change
in the output power, it produces a first-order change in its
derivative. This first-order signal is something we have a
chance of detecting.

1. Sidebands

Lock-in detection requires that we modulate the signal.
The most obvious way to do that would be to purposefully
move the mirrors in a way that mimics a gravitational wave
signal. In practice, however, it is easier to both implement
and describe this modulation by acting on the phase of the
laser using a Pockels cell. A Pockels cell is essentially just a
block of dielectric material with an index of refraction that
depends on an applied electric field. If we pass the incident
beam through a Pockels cell and apply an oscillating electric
field to it, we will modulate the phase of the light going into
the interferometer, as shown in Fig. 6. The electric field of
the light going into the interferometer can then be written as
E in!E0ei($t#% sin &t)

#E0'J0!%"ei$t#J1!%"ei($#&)t"J1!%"ei($"&)t( , !9"

where J0 and J1 are zeroth and first order Bessel functions.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. !9" is called the
carrier; the next two are referred to as the sidebands.
We can calculate the electric field exiting the interferom-

eter by considering the carrier and sidebands separately. We
define the transfer function t of an interferometer for light of
any given wavelength as the ratio of the output electric field
to the incident field,

t)
Eout
E in

, !10"

where Eout is given by Eq. !1". Our modulated beam is com-
posed of three different wavelengths, so we can find an ex-
pression for the light exiting the interferometer by applying
the appropriate transfer function to each part, that is,

Fig. 5. When one arm is lengthened and the other shortened slightly by a
gravitational wave, the two beams in the arms acquire equal but opposite
small phase shifts. The beam splitter introduces an additional 180° shift
between them. The two beams add so that the net result is a small amplitude
beam phase shifted 90° from the input beam.

Fig. 6. We can use lock-in detection to recover a linear signal from a dark
port.
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eix sin ✓ =
X

n

Jn(x)e
in✓

since

then 

carrier           sidebands

<latexit sha1_base64="t3lyZ7YsLENDes38pR3yl7qzEFw=">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</latexit>

Ein ⇡ E0e
i!t

�
J0(�) + J1(�)e

i⌦t � J1(�)e
�i⌦t

�

= E0

⇣
J0(�)e

i!t + J1(�)e
i(!+⌦)t � J1(�)e

i(!�⌦)t
⌘

modulation index

<latexit sha1_base64="6si6fcjyH0R3SvaTk56/TF21nkk=">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</latexit>

Ein = E0e
i(!t+� sin⌦t) (! = ck)
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Response of the interferometer
<latexit sha1_base64="8nrhxH6xm3Z7x7IsLbLmMtP8th8=">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</latexit>

Ein = E0

⇣
J0(�)e

i!t + J1(�)e
i(!+⌦)t � J1(�)e

i(!�⌦)t
⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="0UZE1HQC7RIzwAdM12CR7lztRHk=">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</latexit>

Eout = E0

⇣
H(!)J0(�)e

i!t +H(! + ⌦)J1(�)e
i(!+⌦)t �H(! � ⌦)J1(�)e

i(!�⌦)t
⌘

= E0

⇣
H0J0(�)e

i!t +H+J1(�)e
i(!+⌦)t �H�J1(�)e

i(!�⌦)t
⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="FlRPW/CRsobJxFdfvHDtasLdaPw=">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</latexit>

k± =
! ± ⌦

c
= 2⇡

✓
1

�
± 1

�modulation

◆
with wavenumbers



We can make the arms unequal in length so that                            and therefore   
(the difference is the Schnupp asymmetry)

With the Schnupp asymmetry, the transfer function evaluated at the carrier frequency is 

while at the sideband frequencies we find 
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<latexit sha1_base64="Fb73WxWAHywktLYpkeWLU3RcBrU=">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</latexit>

H0 = �ie
2ik` sin [k(�`+ `h)]

⇡ �ie
2ik` [sin(k�`) cos(k`h) + cos(k�`) sin(k`h)]

⇡ �ie
2ik`

k`h = �ie
2ik` 2⇡`

�
h

<latexit sha1_base64="z3sFNJWjgbDxUqZaUFluPcAVAC0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwVRLxtRGKblxWsA9oQplMbtqhk0yYmQg1FH/FjQtF3Pof7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3niDlTGnH+bYWFpeWV1ZLa+X1jc2tbXtnt6lEJik0qOBCtgOigLMEGpppDu1UAokDDq1gcDP2Ww8gFRPJvR6m4Mekl7CIUaKN1LX3PSoUHnghcE084BxfYbdrV5yqMwGeJ25BKqhAvWt/eaGgWQyJppwo1XGdVPs5kZpRDqOylylICR2QHnQMTUgMys8n14/wkVFCHAlpKtF4ov6eyEms1DAOTGdMdF/NemPxP6+T6ejSz1mSZhoSOl0UZRxrgcdR4JBJoJoPDSFUMnMrpn0iCdUmsLIJwZ19eZ40T6ruefXs7rRSuy7iKKEDdIiOkYsuUA3dojpqIIoe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsf09YFq5jZQ39gff4AEqOUVg==</latexit>

cos k�` = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="znF1q856ijtTTjnYNTIPUGaFqFE=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwVRLxtRGKblxWsA9oQplMbtqhk0mYmQg1FH/FjQtF3Pof7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3niDlTGnH+bYWFpeWV1ZLa+X1jc2tbXtnt6mSTFJo0IQnsh0QBZwJaGimObRTCSQOOLSCwc3Ybz2AVCwR93qYgh+TnmARo0QbqWvve4oJPPBC4Jp4wDm+wk7XrjhVZwI8T9yCVFCBetf+8sKEZjEITTlRquM6qfZzIjWjHEZlL1OQEjogPegYKkgMys8n14/wkVFCHCXSlNB4ov6eyEms1DAOTGdMdF/NemPxP6+T6ejSz5lIMw2CThdFGcc6weMocMgkUM2HhhAqmbkV0z6RhGoTWNmE4M6+PE+aJ1X3vHp2d1qpXRdxlNABOkTHyEUXqIZuUR01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PaeuCVczsoT+wPn8AGR2UWg==</latexit>

sin k�` = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="YUwLQ40Ullwc18e3IT9xWoQiFHU=">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</latexit>

H± = �ie
2ik` sin [k(�`+ `h)] = �ie

2i(!±⌦)`/c sin


! ± ⌦

c
(�`+ `h)

�

= �ie
2i(!±⌦)`/c

⇢
sin

h
!

c
(�`+ `h)

i
cos


⌦

c
(�`+ `h)

�
± cos

h
!

c
(�`+ `h)

i
sin


⌦

c
(�`+ `h)

��

⇡ ⌥ie
2i(!±⌦)`/c sin

✓
⌦

c
�`

◆
= ⌥ie

2ik`
e
±2i⌦`/c sin

✓
⌦

c
�`

◆
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Total electric field at the output port

<latexit sha1_base64="r4KAeUqTA5Gopbay4UJDQ11/QiE=">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</latexit>

Eout = E0

⇣
H0J0(�)e

i!t +H+J1(�)e
i(!+⌦)t �H�J1(�)e

i(!�⌦)t
⌘

= �i Eine
2ik`

e
i!t


J0(�)

2⇡`

�
h+ J1(�) sin

✓
⌦

c
�`

◆⇣
e
i⌦t+2i⌦`/c + e

�i⌦t�2i⌦`/c
⌘�

= �i Eine
2ik`

e
i!t


J0(�)

2⇡`

�
h+ 2J1(�) sin

✓
⌦

c
�`

◆
cos (⌦t+ 2⌦`/c)

�
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Total power at the output port

<latexit sha1_base64="byh3h5wg3QYg1wQ0KTS5P0BTkus=">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</latexit>

Pout = Pin


J2
0 (�)

4⇡2`2

�2
h2 + 4J2

1 (�) sin
2

✓
⌦

c
�`

◆
cos2 (⌦t+ 2⌦`/c)

+4J0(�)J1(�) sin

✓
⌦

c
�`

◆
2⇡`

�
h cos (⌦t+ 2⌦`/c)

�

<latexit sha1_base64="sVUx4b6Na1TWsdCx18cBKum1i54=">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</latexit>

Eout = �i Eine
2ik`ei!t


J0(�)

2⇡`

�
h+ 2J1(�) sin

✓
⌦

c
�`

◆
cos (⌦t+ 2⌦`/c)

�
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recalling that                                        we find:

<latexit sha1_base64="Tm8YMNl2T0T+DP2uuHJosXo+AU8=">AAACFXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQUcJuCOpFCHrxGME8ILuG2clsMmT2wUyvEJb9CS/+ihcPingVvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXeXGwmuwDS/jdzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N1rqTCWlDVpKELZcYliggesCRwE60SSEd8VrO2Orid++4FJxcPgDsYRc3wyCLjHKQEt9YqnNg3VfdWGIQOCL7HtSUITK02qadnCJ3hi48w+7hVLZsWcAi8SKyMllKHRK37Z/ZDGPguACqJU1zIjcBIigVPB0oIdKxYROiID1tU0ID5TTjL9KsVHWuljL5S6AsBT9fdEQnylxr6rO30CQzXvTcT/vG4M3oWT8CCKgQV0tsiLBYYQTyLCfS4ZBTHWhFDJ9a2YDonOBXSQBR2CNf/yImlVK9ZZpXZbK9Wvsjjy6AAdojKy0DmqoxvUQE1E0SN6Rq/ozXgyXox342PWmjOymX30B8bnD4ZjnSk=</latexit>

cos2 ✓ =
1

2
(1 + cos 2✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="byh3h5wg3QYg1wQ0KTS5P0BTkus=">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</latexit>
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DC Fourier components

component at twice the modulation frequency, 
which does not carry useful information on wave
amplitude

sideband power, linear in the 
wave amplitude
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tial motion of the end mirrors has introduced a small phase in
E . This phase is positive for the y arm !the arm along the y
axis", but negative for the x arm because the mirrors move in
opposite directions under the influence of the gravitational
wave. When it reflects off of the beam splitter, the light from
the x arm acquires a 180° phase shift, so that when it com-
bines with the light from the y arm, destructive interference
occurs and, in the absence of a gravitational wave, the port is
dark. In the presence of a gravitational wave, the small
imaginary components acquired in the x and y arms add
constructively after the beam splitter, resulting in a small,
purely imaginary E . That this field is 90° out of phase with
the light incident on the beam splitter will be important later,
when we talk about lock-in detection. The power falling on
the photodetector is the square of the amplitude of this small,
imaginary E , just after the photodetector.

Pout!P in sin2!k!h "#P ink2!2h2, !8"

which is proportional to the square of the strain, h2. We
expect h to be very small, on the order of 10"21 or less, so an
output proportional to h2, rather than h , would be quite
small and very difficult to detect. !For a kilometer-scale in-
terferometer, P in would have to be on the order of a kilowatt
to produce more than one photon per second in Pout .) Op-
erating at the null point has eliminated our intensity noise,
but it has also nearly killed our signal. Fortunately, there is a
way to recover the signal without coupling to the intensity
noise, and that is the subject of Sec. VB.

B. Obtaining a linear signal: Lock-in detection

We can recover a signal that is linear in h without reintro-
ducing intensity noise by using lock-in detection.21 In lock-in
detection, we modulate the signal and observe the resulting
change in the output of the instrument. We then compare that
change with our modulation signal to measure the derivative

of the instrument’s output with respect to a signal. At the null
point both the output power and its derivative are zero, but
while a gravitational wave produces a second-order change
in the output power, it produces a first-order change in its
derivative. This first-order signal is something we have a
chance of detecting.

1. Sidebands

Lock-in detection requires that we modulate the signal.
The most obvious way to do that would be to purposefully
move the mirrors in a way that mimics a gravitational wave
signal. In practice, however, it is easier to both implement
and describe this modulation by acting on the phase of the
laser using a Pockels cell. A Pockels cell is essentially just a
block of dielectric material with an index of refraction that
depends on an applied electric field. If we pass the incident
beam through a Pockels cell and apply an oscillating electric
field to it, we will modulate the phase of the light going into
the interferometer, as shown in Fig. 6. The electric field of
the light going into the interferometer can then be written as
E in!E0ei($t#% sin &t)

#E0'J0!%"ei$t#J1!%"ei($#&)t"J1!%"ei($"&)t( , !9"

where J0 and J1 are zeroth and first order Bessel functions.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. !9" is called the
carrier; the next two are referred to as the sidebands.
We can calculate the electric field exiting the interferom-

eter by considering the carrier and sidebands separately. We
define the transfer function t of an interferometer for light of
any given wavelength as the ratio of the output electric field
to the incident field,

t)
Eout
E in

, !10"

where Eout is given by Eq. !1". Our modulated beam is com-
posed of three different wavelengths, so we can find an ex-
pression for the light exiting the interferometer by applying
the appropriate transfer function to each part, that is,

Fig. 5. When one arm is lengthened and the other shortened slightly by a
gravitational wave, the two beams in the arms acquire equal but opposite
small phase shifts. The beam splitter introduces an additional 180° shift
between them. The two beams add so that the net result is a small amplitude
beam phase shifted 90° from the input beam.

Fig. 6. We can use lock-in detection to recover a linear signal from a dark
port.
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Photodiode response is proportional to power

    then mixing, averaging, and adjusting phase to maximize the signal
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the Schnupp asymmetry is chosen so that 
power is maximized in the signal-recycling 
cavity (see later), and in practice, for Virgo, 
this means that 
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Virgo’s 35-cm diameter mirrors have an almost perfect surface

The large mirrors of Advanced Virgo are a crucial part of the detector. Indeed, achieving the best sensitivity to 
gravitational waves requires the loss of as little laser light as possible in the detector. For that purpose, all the three 
ingredients of a mirror, the substrate, the polishing and the coating, are at the frontier of current technology:

1. The substrate is made with the purest glass in the world (it is a synthetic quartz called “fused silica”). This glass has 
extremely low absorption and is homogeneous and uniform in all the directions. Despite its outstanding properties, 
it can come in relatively large size. For example, the mirror forming the 3-km arm cavities have a 350 mm diameter, 
are 200 mm thick, and have a mass of 40 kg.

2. The polishing, to shape the mirror profile, is done at the atomic level: on the central part of the mirror, the largest 
defects on the surface have a height of just 5 atoms.

3. The last step, the coating, is made to have reflective mirrors. The coating is precisely tuned so that the mirror has the 
desired reflectivity at the operational wavelength and so that less than 0.0001% of the laser light is lost when it is 
reflected by the mirror (due to the absorption, residual transmission, or scattering). This precise coating is done with 
a unique machine located in a laboratory of the Virgo Collaboration in the Lyon metropolitan area (LMA, Laboratoire 
des Matériaux Avancés). The mirrors for the LIGO interferometers are also coated in this laboratory.
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Picture of the Advanced Virgo 
beam-splitter mirror 
(diameter 550 millimeters) 
being prepared in the LMA 
clean room.

Credit: Virgo 
Collaboration/LMA/L. Pinard
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The two Advanced 
Virgo end mirrors after 
they have been coated 
at LMA.

Credits: Virgo 
collaboration/LMA/L. 
Pinard
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Virgo’s 40 kg mirrors are suspended by thin glass wires

Because of their non-zero temperature, atoms and molecules of mirrors and suspension wires are vibrating: these induce 
vibrations of the mirror surface that may mimic a gravitational wave passing the interferometer. The way the large mirrors 
of Advanced Virgo are suspended is thus crucial to reduce this thermal noise.
For that purpose, suspensions wires made of the same glass (fused silica) as the mirrors have been developed to 
minimize the pendulum thermal noise of suspended mirrors. 
These suspensions are called monolithic since the wires are welded to the mirrors and are both composed of the same 
fused silica. This design allows to reduce the friction at the mirror-wire contact point, which is a source of the thermal 
noise. With the monolithic choice, the dissipations are so low that pendulum oscillations in vacuum can last for months 
before stopping. Moreover, fused silica wires have a high breaking strength, about twice that of steel wires. Such strength 
is very important, since the suspension must be highly resistant to the mechanical stress caused by oscillations of the 
mirror itself and to possible mechanical shocks of the mirror onto the surrounding materials.
The material of the suspension must be precisely controlled and produced, and carefully manipulated. For this reason, 
the glass fibers (diameter of 0.4 mm and length of 0.7 m) are directly produced in the laboratories in Cascina using a laser 
machine and tested with very high accuracy and reproducibility.
A particular chemical bonding technique (silicate bonding) has also been developed to join all the glass components in a 
unique element. This kind of suspension is apparently very fragile, but instead it is highly resistant along the fiber 
direction. However, special care must be taken to prevent any possible lateral damage to the fibers themselves.
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42 kg mirror (with a thin pink protecting film) suspended inside the 
payload by two thin wires of fused silica (glass).

Credits: Virgo collaboration
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Zoom on an anchor bonded 
to one side of a mirror and 
attached monolithically to 
two thin fused silica wires 
used to suspend the 42 kg 
mirror.

Credits: Virgo collaboration
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Virgo is a kilometer-wide optical table suspended and 
placed in ultra-high vacuum

The Virgo interferometer is a huge optical table placed under ultra-high 
vacuum. Each optical element is suspended with a seismic isolation system 
that is housed in a vacuum tank. 

Two types of suspensions have been developed. The interferometer 
mirrors and the main optical benches are suspended with the so-called 
“super-attenuators”, housed in vacuum “towers” about 10-m high. For 
Advanced Virgo, five more optical benches sensing the interferometer 
beams have been suspended with the so-called “multi-stage seismic 
attenuation system” and housed in vacuum “mini-towers” more than 
3 meters high. 

The vacuum towers are linked together by vacuum tubes for the passage of 
the laser beams. The largest tubes of Virgo, that link the two towers of the 
Fabry-Perot cavities are 3 km long and 1.2 m diameter. This makes Virgo a 
huge ultra-high vacuum chamber of 6800 m3.

30 4 Advanced Virgo

Fig. 4.1 Mechanical scheme
of the Superattenuator. Its
aim is to isolate the test
masses from the ground
motion

For Advanced Virgo all the resonant frequencies are below 2.5 Hz, which means
that the mirrors behave as free test masses in the horizontal direction above this
frequency. The seismic noise is attenuated by 14 orders of magnitude above 10 Hz
thanks to the suspension chain [5].

4.4 INJ: Injection

This subsystem is the interface between the laser and the interferometer. It plays an
important role: it fixes the beam size, position and power to match the interferometer.
It also controls some noise sources such as the frequency and power fluctuations, the
beam jitter or the beam position fluctuations. Figure 4.2 shows a basic scheme of the
different components of this subsystem from the laser source to the interferometer
input.

The bench under vacuum is suspended, with an attenuator similar to the one of
the mirrors but smaller. The bench which is on air is not suspended, but the ground
motion is passively damped by a special support and it could be actively corrected
if needed.
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Ultra-high vacuum in the large tubes and around the mirrors is crucial for two reasons. Moving residual air molecules 
would hit the mirrors, inducing tiny displacements of the mirrors; moreover, the laser beam would interact with the 
air molecules, modifying its path and loosing power. That would perturb the measurement of gravitational waves. 
Therefore, the path of the light beam that travels in each Fabry-Perot cavity has to be evacuated down to the 
extremely low pressure of 10-12 atmospheres (100 times lower than for initial Virgo).

To attain this very low value, special metallurgical processes such as hydrogen desorption at 400°C have been 
developed for the fabrication of the vacuum parts. In addition, to eliminate the water vapor in the large 3-km long 
tubes, they will be heated at 150°C for one month each and cryogenic traps have been installed for Advanced Virgo at 
each end of the tubes to stop the migration of water molecules from the unbaked towers to the tubes. Despite their 
thermal isolation, each 3-km vacuum tube requires a power close to 1 MW to perform the heating operation.

The optical benches host a lot of mirrors, lenses and sensors (photodiodes and cameras). In Virgo, these optical 
elements were slightly vibrating because of ground vibrations and environmental sounds. This was limiting the Virgo 
sensitivity to gravitational waves.

In order to attenuate these vibrations, the new Advanced Virgo benches, weighting about 320 kg, have been 
suspended and placed into vacuum like the large mirrors.
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Figure 29. rendering of the vacuum chambers in the ’central area’

15.1. Pumping system

Most of the Virgo pumps are still used in Advanced Virgo. Upper and lower chamber of
each tower are separately pumped by a turbo-molecular group consisting of a 1500 l/s
turbo backed by a dry scroll pump, used also for roughing. In order to reduce vibration
level and maintenance times, the turbo pumps are of the hybrid type with magnetic
suspensions. To further reduce the mechanical vibrations, scroll pumps have been
moved to a far and acoustically isolated room and turbos are clamped to ground and
connected to the towers with soft bellows. In a second phase and if proven necessary
during commissioning tests, turbos will be progressively replaced with Ion pumps,
in order to further reduce the noise emissions (seismic, acoustic and magnetics). A
downtime for turbo-pumping will be anyway necessary after in-towers interventions
and ventings to recover the appropriate vacuum level and to deplete the residual traces
of air otherwise di↵using in the system. In the arm tubes, roughing and intermediate
phases are achieved with a large dry mechanical pumping group. Evacuation continues
with a turbo-molecular group similar to those of the towers every 600m. Final vacuum
will be reached after baking and maintained by Titanium sublimation pumps most
suited to pump hydrogen (3000 l/s) and smaller Ion pumps (70 l/s) to handle inert
gases. Periodical regeneration of Ti evaporated layer will slightly lower the pumping
duty cycle; normally 5 out of 7 groups will be in operation along each arm.

15.2. Cryogenics

In Advanced Virgo water migrating from the towers to the 3 km pipes will be stopped
with four large cryotraps, one at each end of the arm pipes and with two smaller ones
between the bench towers and the recycling towers. The large cryotraps are installed
between the input (end) towers and the corresponding Large Valve. They consist (fig.
30) of a vacuum pipe about 3m long and 1.4m in diameter, containing a 2m long tank
with the shape of a sleeve, filled with about 300 l of liquid nitrogen. The sleeve has
been built in aluminum for a more uniform temperature distribution; with an inner
diameter of 0.95m it has a 6m2 cold surface to capture water and other condensable
gases. The outer wall of the cold tank is centered out of the beam axis in order to
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Five interferometer 
mirrors and two 
benches are 
suspended to 
superattenuators in 
the central 
building. 

Credits: Cyril 
Frésillon/Virgo/Pho
tothèque CNRS
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The Advanced Virgo benches are suspended to an attenuator and 
placed in vacuum to isolate them from vibrations from the ground and 
from environmental sounds.

Credits: Cyril Frésillon/Virgo/Photothèque CNRS
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The Virgo 
north 
vacuum tube, 
1.2 m in 
diameter, 
inside its 3 
km long 
tunnel.

Credit: Virgo 
Collaboration
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The Virgo 3 km long north tunnel.
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The Virgo 3 km long west tunnel.
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Fig. 3.2 Scheme of a
Michelson interferometer
with Fabry-Perot cavities on
its arms

The extra phase accumulated due to a change on the length of a Fabry-Perot cavity
is equal to:

δφFP = 2 · k · 2 · F
π

· δL (3.15)

The effect of this δL on the phase is increasedwith respect to a singlemirror by a factor
GFP = 2 ·F

π
usually known as optical gain of the cavity. However, the behaviour of

a Fabry-Perot cavity depends on the frequency. The storage time is a parameter that
gives the time needed to “fill” a resonant cavity. If the change on the length is faster
than this time, its effects are attenuated by the cavity (it acts as a low-pass filter).
Taking in account the frequency behaviour of the cavity we can write:

δφFP = 2 · k · GFP · δL
√
1+

(
f
fc

)2
(3.16)

where fc = c
4FL is the cut-off frequency over which the effects start to be attenuated

by the cavity. In the case of Advanced Virgo, for Fabry-Perot cavities of F ∼ 450
and arm lengths of 3 km the cut-off frequency is around 50 Hz.

Now we can repeat a reasoning analogous to the one in the previous section to
evaluate the impact of the shot noise on the sensitivity when we add Fabry-Perot
cavities in the arms. The minimal strain that can be detected in this case is:

h̃shot =
1

GFP
· 1
k · L ·

√
hPν

P0 · (r21 + r22 )
· 1
√
1 −

√
1 − C2

·
√

1+
(

f
fc

)2

(3.17)

Comparing it to the expression in Eq. 3.13 it can be seen that the sensitivity is
improved by a factor GFP , which in the case of the Advanced Virgo arm cavities is
∼290.

Scheme of a Michelson 
interferometer with Fabry-
Perot cavities on its arms 

Basic scheme of a Fabry-Perot 
resonant cavity
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Standard theory of Fabry-Perot resonant cavities: mirrors with equal (and real) reflectivity and 
transmission coefficients, no absorption

Energy conservation means
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Here we drop the time 
dependence (assuming 
perfect coherence of light)

This is the transfer 
function of the F-P cavity
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Again, remember that transmittivity 
and reflectivity are both real here
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This expression is also known as the Airy function (see Fig. 5.2) and it depends on
the phase accumulated during one round-trip, 2kL. This function contains all the
relevant information that can be extracted from a Fabry-Perot cavity [1].

• Resonance condition: when the phase shift after one round trip corresponds to
an integer multiple of 2π their interference is constructive and the cavity is on
resonance.

"φ = 2 · k · L = n · 2 · π (5.5)

Figure 5.2 shows that this phase shift corresponds to amaximumon the transmitted
power. When substituting in Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 it can be seen that it also corresponds
to a maximum of the intra-cavity power and a minimum of the reflected power. As
the aim of adding Fabry-Perot cavities on the arms is to enhance the optical path
this is the working point on which we are interested, because it corresponds to the
maximum number of round trips travelled by the light.

• Free Spectral Range: is the frequency difference between two consecutive
resonances.

FSR = "ν = c
2 · L (5.6)

• Linewidth: it is the full width at half maximum (see Fig. 5.2), and it is related to
the pole frequency of the cavity such that fp = FWHM/2. It can be calculated from
the condition Ptr (ω1/2) = Ptr (ω = 0)/2 obtaining:

Fig. 5.2 Power transmitted by a Fabry-Perot cavity as a function of the phase shift accumulated in
a round-trip shows an Airy function. In the figure three different cavity configurations are shown:
R = r21 = r22 = 0.99, R = 0.8, R = 0.5. No losses were considered (T + R = 1). δν is the cavity
linewidth and FSR the free spectral range

(Phase shift 2kL accumulated in a complete round trip)
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resonance condition

(FSR = Free Spectral Range)

linewidth from the solution of 
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This expression is also known as the Airy function (see Fig. 5.2) and it depends on
the phase accumulated during one round-trip, 2kL. This function contains all the
relevant information that can be extracted from a Fabry-Perot cavity [1].

• Resonance condition: when the phase shift after one round trip corresponds to
an integer multiple of 2π their interference is constructive and the cavity is on
resonance.

"φ = 2 · k · L = n · 2 · π (5.5)

Figure 5.2 shows that this phase shift corresponds to amaximumon the transmitted
power. When substituting in Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 it can be seen that it also corresponds
to a maximum of the intra-cavity power and a minimum of the reflected power. As
the aim of adding Fabry-Perot cavities on the arms is to enhance the optical path
this is the working point on which we are interested, because it corresponds to the
maximum number of round trips travelled by the light.

• Free Spectral Range: is the frequency difference between two consecutive
resonances.

FSR = "ν = c
2 · L (5.6)

• Linewidth: it is the full width at half maximum (see Fig. 5.2), and it is related to
the pole frequency of the cavity such that fp = FWHM/2. It can be calculated from
the condition Ptr (ω1/2) = Ptr (ω = 0)/2 obtaining:

Fig. 5.2 Power transmitted by a Fabry-Perot cavity as a function of the phase shift accumulated in
a round-trip shows an Airy function. In the figure three different cavity configurations are shown:
R = r21 = r22 = 0.99, R = 0.8, R = 0.5. No losses were considered (T + R = 1). δν is the cavity
linewidth and FSR the free spectral range
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5.1 Basic Properties 39

This expression is also known as the Airy function (see Fig. 5.2) and it depends on
the phase accumulated during one round-trip, 2kL. This function contains all the
relevant information that can be extracted from a Fabry-Perot cavity [1].

• Resonance condition: when the phase shift after one round trip corresponds to
an integer multiple of 2π their interference is constructive and the cavity is on
resonance.

"φ = 2 · k · L = n · 2 · π (5.5)

Figure 5.2 shows that this phase shift corresponds to amaximumon the transmitted
power. When substituting in Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 it can be seen that it also corresponds
to a maximum of the intra-cavity power and a minimum of the reflected power. As
the aim of adding Fabry-Perot cavities on the arms is to enhance the optical path
this is the working point on which we are interested, because it corresponds to the
maximum number of round trips travelled by the light.

• Free Spectral Range: is the frequency difference between two consecutive
resonances.

FSR = "ν = c
2 · L (5.6)

• Linewidth: it is the full width at half maximum (see Fig. 5.2), and it is related to
the pole frequency of the cavity such that fp = FWHM/2. It can be calculated from
the condition Ptr (ω1/2) = Ptr (ω = 0)/2 obtaining:

Fig. 5.2 Power transmitted by a Fabry-Perot cavity as a function of the phase shift accumulated in
a round-trip shows an Airy function. In the figure three different cavity configurations are shown:
R = r21 = r22 = 0.99, R = 0.8, R = 0.5. No losses were considered (T + R = 1). δν is the cavity
linewidth and FSR the free spectral range

first peak at nonzero frequency (FSR)

Analogy with the harmonic oscillator

"photon lifetime" inside the resonant cavity (on 
resonance)

or also
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Ray confinement in a Fabry-Perot resonant cavity 
(simple geometrical optics approach)

378 CHAPTER 10 RESONATOR OPTICS 

10.2 SPHERICAL-MIRROR RESONATORS 

The planar-mirror resonator configuration discussed in the preceding section is highly 
sensitive to misalignment. If the mirrors are not perfectly parallel, or the rays are not 
perfectly normal to the mirror surfaces, they undergo a sequence of lateral displace-
ments that eventually causes them to wander out of the resonator (see Fig. 10.1-1). 
Spherical-mirror resonators, in contrast, provide a more stable configuration for the 
confinement of light that renders them less sensitive to misalignment under appropriate 
geometrical conditions. 

A spherical-mirror resonator is constructed from two spherical mirrors of radii R 1 
and R2, separated by a distance d (Fig. 10.2-1). A line connecting the centers of 
the mirrors defines the optical axis (z axis), about which the system exhibits circular 
symmetry. Each of the mirrors can be concave (R < 0) or convex (R > 0). The planar-
mirror resonator is a special case for which R 1 = R2 = oo. Making use of the results 
set forth in Sec. 1 .4D, we first examine the conditions required for ray confinement. 
Then, using the results derived in Chapter 3, we determine the resonator modes and 
resonance frequencies. Finally, we briefly discuss the implications of finite mirror size. 

z 

A. Ray Confinement 

Figure 10.2-1 Geometry of a spherical-mirror 
resonator. In this illustration both mirrors are 
concave (their radii of curvature are negative). 

We begin with ray optics to determine the conditions of confinement for light rays in 
a spherical-mirror resonator. We consider only meridional rays (rays lying in a plane 
that passes through the optical axis) and limit our consideration to paraxial rays (rays 
that make small angles with the optic axis). The matrix-optics methods introduced in 
Sec. 1.4, which are valid only for meridional and paraxial rays in a circularly symmetric 
system, are thus suitable for studying the trajectories of these rays as they travel inside 
the resonator. 

A resonator is a periodic optical system, since a ray travels through the same system 
after a round trip of two reflections. We may therefore make use of the analysis of 
periodic optical systems presented in Sec. 1.4D. Let Ym and 0m be the position and 
inclination of an optical ray after m round trips, as illustrated in Fig. J 0.2-2. Given Ym 
and 0m, we determine Ym+l and 0m+l by tracing the ray through the system. 

For paraxial rays, where all angles are small, the relation between (Ym+ 1, 0m+ 1) and 
(Ym, 0m) is linear and can be written in matrix form as 

[Ym+l] = [A B] [Ym] . 0m+l C D 0m (10.2-1) 

Beginning at the bottom-left of Fig. 10.2-2 with y0 and 00 , the round-trip ray-transfer 
matrix for the ray pattern depicted in Fig. 10.2-2 is 

(10.2-2) 

Geometry of a spherical-mirror resonator. In 
this illustration both mirrors are concave (their 
radii of curvature are negative). 
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Methodological aside: matrix optics
(from Saleh&Teich, Fundamentals of Photonics, 2nd ed. Wiley 2007;  for a concise explanation, see also 
https://www.rp-photonics.com/abcd_matrix.html)
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plane 
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0 

Optical 
• axis 

Optical system 

Y2 

Z2 

z 

Output 
(y2, 02) 

Output 
plane 

02 

z 
Optical 

• axis 
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Figure 1.4-1 A ray is charac-
terized by its coordinate y and its 
angle 0. 

Figure 1.4-2 A ray enters an 
optical system at location z1 with 
position y1 and angle 01 and leaves 
at position y2 and angle 02. 

direction Y1, 01 . It steers the ray so that it has new position and direction y2 , 02 at 
the output plane (Fig. 1.4-2). 

In the paraxial approximation, when all angles are sufficiently small so that sin 0 
0, the relation between y2 , 02 and y1 , 01 is linear and can generally be written in 
the form 

Y2 == Ay1 + B01 
02 == Cy1 + 001, 

(1.4-1) 

(1.4-2) 

where A, B, C, and Dare real numbers. Equations (1.4-1) and (1.4-2) may be conve-
niently written in matrix form as 

A B 
C D (1.4-3) 

The matrix M, whose elements are A, B, C, and D, characterizes the optical system 
completely since it permits y2 , 02 to be determined for any y1 , 01 . It is known as the 
ray-transfer matrix. As will be seen in the examples provided in Sec. 1.4B, angles 
that tum out to be negative point downward from the z axis in their direction of travel. 
Radii that tum out to be negative indicate concave surfaces whereas those that are 
positive indicate convex surfaces. 

EXERCISE 1.4-1 
Special Forms of the Ray-Transfer Matrix. Consider the following situations in which one of 
the four elements of the ray-transfer matrix vanishes: 
(a) Show that if A= 0, all rays that enter the system at the same angle leave at the same position, so 

that parallel rays in the input are focused to a single point at the output. 
(b) What are the special features of each of the systems for which B = 0, C = 0, or D = O? 

In the paraxial approximation (small angles, 
so that  sin x ≈ x)
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26 CHAPTER 1 RAY OPTICS 

8. Matrices of Simple Optical Components 
Free-Space Propagation 
Since rays travel along straight lines in a medium of uniform refractive index such as 
free space, a ray traversing a distance d is altered in accordance with y2 == y1 + 01 d 
and 02 == 01 . The ray-transfer matrix is therefore 

M== l d 
0 1 · (1.4-4) 

- d 

Refraction at a Planar Boundary 
At a planar boundary between two media of refractive indexes n 1 and n 2 , the ray 
angle changes in accordance with Snell's law n 1 sin 01 == n 2 sin 02 • In the paraxial 
approximation, n 101 n 2 02 • The position of the ray is not altered, y2 == y1 . The 
ray-transfer matrix is 

M== 

Refraction at a Spherical Boundary 

1 
0 

0 (1.4-5) 

The relation between 01 and 02 for paraxial rays refracted at a spherical boundary 
between two media is provided in (1.2-8). The ray height is not altered, y2 y1. The 
ray-transfer matrix is 

R 

1 0 
M== - (n2-n1) n 1 • (1.4-6) 

n2R n2 

Convex: R > O; concave: R< 0 

Transmission Through a Thin Lens 
The relation between 01 and 02 for paraxial rays transmitted through a thin lens off ocal 
length f is given in (1.2-11). Since the height remains unchanged y2 == y1 , we have 

f M-

Convex:/> O; concave: f < 0 

Reflection from a Planar Mirror 

1 
1 -- / 

0 
1 . (1.4-7) 

Upon reflection from a planar mirror, the ray position is not altered, y2 == y1 . Adopting 
the convention that the z axis points in the general direction of travel of the rays, i.e., 
toward the mirror for the incident rays and away from it for the reflected rays, we 
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C. Spherical Boundaries and Lenses 
We now examine the refraction of rays from a spherical boundary of radius R between 
two media of refractive indexes n 1 and n 2 . By convention, R is positive for a convex 
boundary and negative for a concave boundary. The results are obtained by applying 
Snell's law, which relates the angles of incidence and refraction relative to the norn1al 
to the surface, defined by the radius vector from the center e. These angles are to 
be distinguished from the angles 01 and 02 , which are defined relative to the z axis. 
Considering only paraxial rays making small angles with the axis of the system so that 
sin 0 0 and tan 0 0, the following properties may be shown to hold: 

A ray making an angle 01 with the z axis and meeting the boundary at a point of 
height y where it makes an angle 00 with the radius vector [see Fig. 1.2-12(a)] 
changes direction at the boundary so that the refracted ray makes an angle 02 
with the z axis and an angle 03 with the radius vector. The angle of incidence is 
therefore 01 + 02 while the angle of refraction is 03 , so that 

(a) 

(b) 

I 
I 
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Figure 1.2-12 Refraction at a convex spherical boundary (R > 0). 

(1.2-8) 

All paraxial rays originating from a point P 1 == y1, z1 in the z == z1 plane meet 
at a point P2 == Y2, z2 in the z == z2 plane, where 

and 

n1 n2 n2 - n1 -+-~---
Z1 Z2 R 

(1.2-9) 

(1.2-10) 

Refraction at a spherical boundary
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8. Matrices of Simple Optical Components 
Free-Space Propagation 
Since rays travel along straight lines in a medium of uniform refractive index such as 
free space, a ray traversing a distance d is altered in accordance with y2 == y1 + 01 d 
and 02 == 01 . The ray-transfer matrix is therefore 

M== l d 
0 1 · (1.4-4) 

- d 

Refraction at a Planar Boundary 
At a planar boundary between two media of refractive indexes n 1 and n 2 , the ray 
angle changes in accordance with Snell's law n 1 sin 01 == n 2 sin 02 • In the paraxial 
approximation, n 101 n 2 02 • The position of the ray is not altered, y2 == y1 . The 
ray-transfer matrix is 

M== 

Refraction at a Spherical Boundary 

1 
0 

0 (1.4-5) 

The relation between 01 and 02 for paraxial rays refracted at a spherical boundary 
between two media is provided in (1.2-8). The ray height is not altered, y2 y1. The 
ray-transfer matrix is 

R 

1 0 
M== - (n2-n1) n 1 • (1.4-6) 

n2R n2 

Convex: R > O; concave: R< 0 

Transmission Through a Thin Lens 
The relation between 01 and 02 for paraxial rays transmitted through a thin lens off ocal 
length f is given in (1.2-11). Since the height remains unchanged y2 == y1 , we have 

f M-

Convex:/> O; concave: f < 0 

Reflection from a Planar Mirror 

1 
1 -- / 

0 
1 . (1.4-7) 

Upon reflection from a planar mirror, the ray position is not altered, y2 == y1 . Adopting 
the convention that the z axis points in the general direction of travel of the rays, i.e., 
toward the mirror for the incident rays and away from it for the reflected rays, we 

prove this 
result!
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8. Matrices of Simple Optical Components 
Free-Space Propagation 
Since rays travel along straight lines in a medium of uniform refractive index such as 
free space, a ray traversing a distance d is altered in accordance with y2 == y1 + 01 d 
and 02 == 01 . The ray-transfer matrix is therefore 

M== l d 
0 1 · (1.4-4) 

- d 

Refraction at a Planar Boundary 
At a planar boundary between two media of refractive indexes n 1 and n 2 , the ray 
angle changes in accordance with Snell's law n 1 sin 01 == n 2 sin 02 • In the paraxial 
approximation, n 101 n 2 02 • The position of the ray is not altered, y2 == y1 . The 
ray-transfer matrix is 

M== 

Refraction at a Spherical Boundary 

1 
0 

0 (1.4-5) 

The relation between 01 and 02 for paraxial rays refracted at a spherical boundary 
between two media is provided in (1.2-8). The ray height is not altered, y2 y1. The 
ray-transfer matrix is 

R 

1 0 
M== - (n2-n1) n 1 • (1.4-6) 

n2R n2 

Convex: R > O; concave: R< 0 

Transmission Through a Thin Lens 
The relation between 01 and 02 for paraxial rays transmitted through a thin lens off ocal 
length f is given in (1.2-11). Since the height remains unchanged y2 == y1 , we have 

f M-

Convex:/> O; concave: f < 0 

Reflection from a Planar Mirror 

1 
1 -- / 

0 
1 . (1.4-7) 

Upon reflection from a planar mirror, the ray position is not altered, y2 == y1 . Adopting 
the convention that the z axis points in the general direction of travel of the rays, i.e., 
toward the mirror for the incident rays and away from it for the reflected rays, we 
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conclude that 02 == 01. The ray-transfer matrix is therefore the identity matrix 

z -------- z 

Reflection from a Spherical Mirror 

M== 1 
0 

0 
1 . (1.4-8) 

Using ( 1.2-1 ), and the convention that the z axis follows the general direction of the 
rays as they reflect from mirrors, we similarly obtain 

(-R) 

Concave: R < O; convex: R > 0 

M== 1 
2 
R 

0 
1 . (1.4-9) 

Note the similarity between the ray-transfer matrices of a spherical mirror (1.4-9) and 
a thin lens (1.4-7). A mirror with radius of curvature R bends rays in a manner that is 
identical to that of a thin lens with focal length f == -R 2. 

C. Matrices of Cascaded Optical Components 
A cascade of N optical components or systems whose ray-transfer matrices are 
M1 , M2 , ... , MN is equivalent to a single optical system of ray-transfer matrix 

) 

(1.4-10) 
Note the order of matrix multiplication: The matrix of the system that is crossed by the 
rays is first placed to the right, so that it operates on the column matrix of the incident 
ray first. A sequence of matrix multiplications is not, in general, commutative, although 
• • • • 1t 1s assoc1at1ve. 

EXERCISE 1.4-2 
A Set of Parallel Transparent Plates. Consider a set of N parallel planar transparent plates of 
refractive indexes n 1 , n 2 , ... nN and thicknesses d 1 , d2 , ... dN, placed in air (n == 1) normal to the 
z axis. Using induction, show that the ray-transfer matrix is 

I n1 n2 • • • 1 

I 
l z M== 

0 1 
( 1.4-11) 

Note that the order in which the plates are placed does not affect the overall ray-transfer matrix. What 
is the ray-transfer matrix of an inhomogeneous transparent plate of thickness d0 and refractive index 
n(z)? 

prove this 
result!
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Important remark: 

in all cases considered here, the determinant of the ray transfer matrix is
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conclude that 02 == 01. The ray-transfer matrix is therefore the identity matrix 

z -------- z 

Reflection from a Spherical Mirror 

M== 1 
0 

0 
1 . (1.4-8) 

Using ( 1.2-1 ), and the convention that the z axis follows the general direction of the 
rays as they reflect from mirrors, we similarly obtain 

(-R) 

Concave: R < O; convex: R > 0 

M== 1 
2 
R 

0 
1 . (1.4-9) 

Note the similarity between the ray-transfer matrices of a spherical mirror (1.4-9) and 
a thin lens (1.4-7). A mirror with radius of curvature R bends rays in a manner that is 
identical to that of a thin lens with focal length f == -R 2. 

C. Matrices of Cascaded Optical Components 
A cascade of N optical components or systems whose ray-transfer matrices are 
M1 , M2 , ... , MN is equivalent to a single optical system of ray-transfer matrix 

) 

(1.4-10) 
Note the order of matrix multiplication: The matrix of the system that is crossed by the 
rays is first placed to the right, so that it operates on the column matrix of the incident 
ray first. A sequence of matrix multiplications is not, in general, commutative, although 
• • • • 1t 1s assoc1at1ve. 

EXERCISE 1.4-2 
A Set of Parallel Transparent Plates. Consider a set of N parallel planar transparent plates of 
refractive indexes n 1 , n 2 , ... nN and thicknesses d 1 , d2 , ... dN, placed in air (n == 1) normal to the 
z axis. Using induction, show that the ray-transfer matrix is 

I n1 n2 • • • 1 

I 
l z M== 

0 1 
( 1.4-11) 

Note that the order in which the plates are placed does not affect the overall ray-transfer matrix. What 
is the ray-transfer matrix of an inhomogeneous transparent plate of thickness d0 and refractive index 
n(z)? 
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EXERCISE 1.4-3 
A Gap Followed by a Thin Lens. Show that the ray-transfer matrix of a distance d of free 
space followed by a lens of focal length f is 

f 

M== 

EXERCISE 1.4-4 

1 
1 -- ! 

d 
1 - g_ . 

f 
( 1.4-12) 

Imaging with a Thin Lens. Derive an expression for the ray-transfer matrix of a system com-
prised of free space/thin lens/free space, as shown in Fig. 1.4-3. Show that if the imaging condition 
(1/d 1 + 1/d 2 == 1/ f) is satisfied, all rays originating from a single point in the input plane reach the 
output plane at the single point y2 , regardless of their angles. Also show that if d 2 == f, all parallel 
incident rays are focused by the lens onto a single point in the output plane. 

f 

Figure 1.4-3 Single-lens imaging system. 

EXERCISE 1.4-5 
Imaging with a Thick Lens. Consider a glass lens of refractive index n, thickness d, and two 
spherical surfaces of equal radii R (Fig. l .4-4 ). Deter1nine the ray-transfer matrix of the system 
between the two planes at distances d1 and d2 from the vertices of the lens. The lens is placed in air 
(refractive index == 1). Show that the system is an imaging system (i.e., the input and output planes 
are conjugate) if 

where 

and 

1 -+-== f 
1 1 

Z1 == d1 + h, 

Z2 == d2 + h, 

1 
f 

nR 

R 

or 

n-ld 
-

n R • 

(1.4-13) 

(1.4-14) 

(1.4-15) 

(1.4-16) 

( 1.4-17) 

The points F 1 and F2 are known as the front and back focal points, respectively. The points P 1 and 
P 2 are known as the first and second principal points, respectively. Show the importance of these 
points by tracing the trajectories of rays that are incident parallel to the optical axis. 
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1.2 SIMPLE OPTICAL COMPONENTS 15 

EXERCISE 1.2-4 
Proof of the Thin Lens Formulas. Using ( 1.2-8), along with the definition of the focal length 
given in (1.2-12), prove (1.2-11) and (1.2-13). 

It is emphasized once again that the foregoing relations hold only for paraxial rays. 
The presence of nonparaxial rays results in aberrations, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2-15. 

D. Light Guides 

Figure 1.2-15 Nonparaxial rays do not meet 
at the paraxial focus. The dashed envelope of the 
refracted rays is called the caustic curve. 

Light may be guided from one location to another by use of a set of lenses or mirrors, 
as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.2-16. Since refractive elements (such as lenses) 
are usually partially reflective and since mirrors are partially absorptive, the cumula-
tive loss of optical power will be significant when the number of guiding elements 
is large. Components in which these effects are minimized can be fabricated (e.g., 
antireflection-coated lenses), but the system is generally cumbersome and costly. 

(a) 

Figure 1.2-16 Guiding light: (a) lenses; (b) mirrors; (c) total internal reflection. 

An ideal mechanism for guiding light is that of total internal reflection at the bound-
ary between two media of different refractive indexes. Rays are reflected repeatedly 
without undergoing refraction. Glass fibers of high chemical purity are used to guide 
light for tens of kilometers with relatively low loss of optical power. 

An optical fiber is a light conduit made of two concentric glass (or plastic) cylinders 
(Fig. 1.2-17). The inner, called the core, has a refractive index n 1, and the outer, called 

Example of periodic optical system
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Figure 1.4-4 Imaging with a thick lens. P 1 and P 2 are the principal points and F 1 and F 2 are the 
focal points. 

• 

D. Periodic Optical Systems 
A periodic optica1 system is a cascade of identical unit systems. An example is a 
sequence of equally spaced identical relay lenses used to guide light, as shown in 
Fig. 1.2-16(a). Another example is the reflection of light between two mirrors that 
form an optical resonator (see Sec. 10.2A); in that case, the ray repeatedly traverses 
the same unit system (a round trip of reflections). Even a homogeneous medium, such 
as a glass fiber, may be considered as a periodic system if it is divided into contiguous 
identical segments of equal length. We proceed to formulate a general theory of ray 
propagation in periodic optical systems using matrix methods. 

Difference Equation for the Ray Position 
A periodic system is composed of a cascade of identical unit systems (stages), each 
with a ray-transfer matrix A, B, C, D , as shown in Fig. 1.4-5. A ray enters the system 
with initial position y0 and slope 00 . To determine the position and slope Ym, 0m of 
the ray at the exit of the mth stage, we apply the ABCD matrix m times, 

A B m 

C D 

We can also iteratively apply the relations 

Yo 
0o · 

Ym+l == Aym + B0m 
0m+l == Gym + D0m 

(1.4-18) 

(1.4-19) 

(1.4-20) 

to determine (y 1, 01 from Yo, 0o , then Y2, 02 from Y1, 01 , and so on, using a 
software routine. 

A B Y1 
C D 01 

1 

A B 
C D 

2 

A B 
C D 

m-1 

A B Ym A B 
C D 0 C D m 

m m+ 1 

Figure 1.4-5 A cascade of identical optical systems. 

It is of interest to derive equations that govern the dynamics of the position Ym, 
m == 0, 1, ... , irrespective of the angle 0m. This is achieved by eliminating 0m from 

A periodic optical system can be studied by repeatedly applying the same ray transfer matrix
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(1.4-19) and (1.4-20). From (1.4-19) 

• 

Replacing m with m + 1 in (1.4-21) yields 

• 

Substituting (1.4-21) and (1.4-22) into (1.4-20) gives 

Ym+2 == 2bYm+l - F 2Ym, 

where 

2 

F 2 == AD - BC == <let M , 

and <let M is the determinant of M. 

(1.4-21) 

(1.4-22) 

(1.4-23) 
Recurrence Relation 

for Ray Position 

(1.4-24) 

(1.4-25) 

Equation (1.4-23) is a linear difference equation governing the ray position Ym· It 
can be solved iteratively by computing Y2 from Yo and Y1, then y3 from Y1 and Y2, and 
so on. The quantity y1 may be computed from y0 and 00 by use of ( 1.4-19) with m == 0. 

It is useful, however, to derive an explicit expression for Ym by solving the difference 
equation (1.4-23). As with linear differential equations, a solution satisfying a linear 
difference equation and the initial conditions is a unique solution. It is therefore appro-
priate to make a judicious guess for the solution of ( 1.4-23). We use a trial solution of 
the geometric form 

(1.4-26) 

where his a constant. Substituting (1.4-26) into (1.4-23) immediately shows that the 
trial solution is suitable provided that h satisfies the quadratic algebraic equation 

h2 - 2bh + F 2 == 0, (1.4-27) 

from which 

h == b ± j p2 - b2. ( 1.4-28) 

The results can be presented in a more compact form by defining the variable 

== cos- 1 b F , (1.4-29) 

so that b == F cos c.p, F 2 - b2 == F sin c.p, and therefore h == F cos c.p ± j sin c.p 
F exp ± jc.p , whereupon (1.4-26) becomes Ym == yoFm exp ± jmc.p . 

A general solution may be constructed from the two solutions with positive and 
negative signs by farming their linear combination. The sum of the two exponential 
functions can always be written as a harmonic (circular) function, so that 

Ym == Ymax.Fm sin mc.p + <.po , (1.4-30) 
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Figure 1.4-5 A cascade of identical optical systems. 
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the geometric form 

(1.4-26) 

where his a constant. Substituting (1.4-26) into (1.4-23) immediately shows that the 
trial solution is suitable provided that h satisfies the quadratic algebraic equation 

h2 - 2bh + F 2 == 0, (1.4-27) 

from which 

h == b ± j p2 - b2. ( 1.4-28) 

The results can be presented in a more compact form by defining the variable 

== cos- 1 b F , (1.4-29) 

so that b == F cos c.p, F 2 - b2 == F sin c.p, and therefore h == F cos c.p ± j sin c.p 
F exp ± jc.p , whereupon (1.4-26) becomes Ym == yoFm exp ± jmc.p . 

A general solution may be constructed from the two solutions with positive and 
negative signs by farming their linear combination. The sum of the two exponential 
functions can always be written as a harmonic (circular) function, so that 

Ym == Ymax.Fm sin mc.p + <.po , (1.4-30) 
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An approach based on the formalism of generating functions, suggests a solution of 
the following form (prove it if you know this formalism)
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(1.4-19) and (1.4-20). From (1.4-19) 
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Replacing m with m + 1 in (1.4-21) yields 

• 

Substituting (1.4-21) and (1.4-22) into (1.4-20) gives 

Ym+2 == 2bYm+l - F 2Ym, 

where 

2 

F 2 == AD - BC == <let M , 

and <let M is the determinant of M. 

(1.4-21) 

(1.4-22) 

(1.4-23) 
Recurrence Relation 

for Ray Position 

(1.4-24) 

(1.4-25) 

Equation (1.4-23) is a linear difference equation governing the ray position Ym· It 
can be solved iteratively by computing Y2 from Yo and Y1, then y3 from Y1 and Y2, and 
so on. The quantity y1 may be computed from y0 and 00 by use of ( 1.4-19) with m == 0. 

It is useful, however, to derive an explicit expression for Ym by solving the difference 
equation (1.4-23). As with linear differential equations, a solution satisfying a linear 
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The results can be presented in a more compact form by defining the variable 

== cos- 1 b F , (1.4-29) 

so that b == F cos c.p, F 2 - b2 == F sin c.p, and therefore h == F cos c.p ± j sin c.p 
F exp ± jc.p , whereupon (1.4-26) becomes Ym == yoFm exp ± jmc.p . 

A general solution may be constructed from the two solutions with positive and 
negative signs by farming their linear combination. The sum of the two exponential 
functions can always be written as a harmonic (circular) function, so that 

Ym == Ymax.Fm sin mc.p + <.po , (1.4-30) 
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Ym == Ymax.Fm sin mc.p + <.po , (1.4-30) 1.4 MATRIX OPTICS 31 

where Ymax and c.p0 are constants to be determined from the initial conditions y0 and 
YI. In particular, setting m == 0 we obtain Ymax == Yo sin <.po. 

The parameter F is related to the determinant of the ray-transfer matrix of the unit 
system by F == <let M . It can be shown that regardless of the unit system, <let M 
n 1 n2, where n 1 and n2 are the refractive indexes of the initial and final sections 
of the unit system. This general result is easily verified for the ray-transfer matrices 
of all the optical components considered in this section. Since the determinant of a 
product of two matrices is the product of their determinants, it fallows that the relation 
<let M == n 1 n2 is applicable to any cascade of these optical components. For exam-
ple, if <let M1 == n1 n2 and <let M2 == n2 n3, then <let M2M1 == n2 n3 n1 n2 
n 1 n3 • In most applications the first and last stages are air (n == 1) n 1 == n 2, so that 
<let M == 1 and F == 1, in which case the solution for the ray position is 

Ym == Ymax sin mc.p + <.po . (1.4-31) 
Ray Position 

Periodic System 

We shall assume henceforth that F == 1. The corresponding solution for the ray angle 
is obtained by use of the relation 0m == Ym+l - Aym B, which is derived from 
(1.4-19). 

Condition for a Harmonic Trajectory 
For Ym to be a harmonic (instead of hyperbolic) function, c.p == cos- 1 b must be real. 
This reg uires that 

b < l or (1.4-32) 
Stability Condition 

If, instead, b > l, c.p is then imaginary and the solution is a hyperbolic function ( cosh 
or sinh), which increases without bound, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4-6( a). A harmonic 
solution ensures that Ym is bounded for all m, with a maximum value of Ymax• The 
bound b < 1 therefore provides a condition of stability (boundedness) of the ray 
trajectory. 

Since Ym and Ym+l are both harmonic functions, so too is the ray angle corre-
sponding to (1.4-31), by virtue of (1.4-21) and trigonometric identities. Thus, 0m == 
0max sin mc.p + c.p1 , where the constants 0max and c.p1 are deter1nined by the initial 
conditions. The maximum angle 0max must be sufficiently small so that the paraxial 
approximation, which underlies this analysis, is applicable. 

Condition for a Periodic Trajectory 
The harmonic function (1.4-31) is periodic in m if it is possible to find an integers such 
that Ym+s == Ym for all m. The smallest integer is the period. The ray then retraces its 
path after s stages. This condition is satisfied if sc.p == 21rq, where q is an integer. 
Thus, the necessary and sufficient condition for a periodic trajectory is that c.p 21r is a 

is periodic with period s == 11 stages. This case is illustrated in Fig. 1.4-6(b ). Periodic 
optical systems will be revisited in Chapter 7. 
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In the case of mirrors, the determinant

therefore 

and the solution is  
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or sinh), which increases without bound, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4-6( a). A harmonic 
solution ensures that Ym is bounded for all m, with a maximum value of Ymax• The 
bound b < 1 therefore provides a condition of stability (boundedness) of the ray 
trajectory. 

Since Ym and Ym+l are both harmonic functions, so too is the ray angle corre-
sponding to (1.4-31), by virtue of (1.4-21) and trigonometric identities. Thus, 0m == 
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that Ym+s == Ym for all m. The smallest integer is the period. The ray then retraces its 
path after s stages. This condition is satisfied if sc.p == 21rq, where q is an integer. 
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is periodic with period s == 11 stages. This case is illustrated in Fig. 1.4-6(b ). Periodic 
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Ray confinement in a Fabry-Perot resonant cavity 
(simple geometrical optics approach)

In this discussion, we limit ourselves to 

• paraxial rays
• meridional rays (rays that lie in a plane through the optical 

axis)

The system is periodic, with round-trip transfer matrix

i.e., 

378 CHAPTER 10 RESONATOR OPTICS 

10.2 SPHERICAL-MIRROR RESONATORS 

The planar-mirror resonator configuration discussed in the preceding section is highly 
sensitive to misalignment. If the mirrors are not perfectly parallel, or the rays are not 
perfectly normal to the mirror surfaces, they undergo a sequence of lateral displace-
ments that eventually causes them to wander out of the resonator (see Fig. 10.1-1). 
Spherical-mirror resonators, in contrast, provide a more stable configuration for the 
confinement of light that renders them less sensitive to misalignment under appropriate 
geometrical conditions. 

A spherical-mirror resonator is constructed from two spherical mirrors of radii R 1 
and R2, separated by a distance d (Fig. 10.2-1). A line connecting the centers of 
the mirrors defines the optical axis (z axis), about which the system exhibits circular 
symmetry. Each of the mirrors can be concave (R < 0) or convex (R > 0). The planar-
mirror resonator is a special case for which R 1 = R2 = oo. Making use of the results 
set forth in Sec. 1 .4D, we first examine the conditions required for ray confinement. 
Then, using the results derived in Chapter 3, we determine the resonator modes and 
resonance frequencies. Finally, we briefly discuss the implications of finite mirror size. 

z 

A. Ray Confinement 

Figure 10.2-1 Geometry of a spherical-mirror 
resonator. In this illustration both mirrors are 
concave (their radii of curvature are negative). 

We begin with ray optics to determine the conditions of confinement for light rays in 
a spherical-mirror resonator. We consider only meridional rays (rays lying in a plane 
that passes through the optical axis) and limit our consideration to paraxial rays (rays 
that make small angles with the optic axis). The matrix-optics methods introduced in 
Sec. 1.4, which are valid only for meridional and paraxial rays in a circularly symmetric 
system, are thus suitable for studying the trajectories of these rays as they travel inside 
the resonator. 

A resonator is a periodic optical system, since a ray travels through the same system 
after a round trip of two reflections. We may therefore make use of the analysis of 
periodic optical systems presented in Sec. 1.4D. Let Ym and 0m be the position and 
inclination of an optical ray after m round trips, as illustrated in Fig. J 0.2-2. Given Ym 
and 0m, we determine Ym+l and 0m+l by tracing the ray through the system. 

For paraxial rays, where all angles are small, the relation between (Ym+ 1, 0m+ 1) and 
(Ym, 0m) is linear and can be written in matrix form as 

[Ym+l] = [A B] [Ym] . 0m+l C D 0m (10.2-1) 

Beginning at the bottom-left of Fig. 10.2-2 with y0 and 00 , the round-trip ray-transfer 
matrix for the ray pattern depicted in Fig. 10.2-2 is 

(10.2-2) 
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Figure 10.2-2 The position and inclina-
tion of a ray after m round trips are rep-
resented by Ym and 0m, respectively, where 
m = 0, 1, 2, .... In this diagram, 01 < 0 since 
the ray is directed downward. Angles are 
exaggerated for the purposes of illustration; 
all rays are paraxial so that sin 0 ::::; tan 0 ::::; 
0 and the propagation distance of all rays 
between the mirrors is ::::; d . 

This cascade of ray-transfer matrices represents, from right to left [see (1.4-4) and 
(1.4-9)]: 

Propagation a distance d through free space 
Reflection from a mirror of radius R2 
Propagation a distance d through free space 
Reflection from a mirror of radius R 1 

As shown in Sec. 1.40, the solution of the difference e~uation (10.2-1) is Ym = 
YmaxFmsin(m<p + <po), where F 2 =AD-BC, <p = cos- (b/F), b =(A+ D)/2, 
and Ymax and <po are constants to be determined from the initial position and inclination 
of the ray. For the case at hand F = l, so that 

Ym = Ymax sin(m<p + <po), (10.2-3) 

<p = cos- 1 b, (10.2-4) 

The solution (10.2-3) is harmonic, and therefore bounded, provided <p = cos- 1 b is 
real. This is ensured if lbl ::; 1, i.e., if -1 ::; b ::; 1, so that 

(10.2-5) 

It is convenient to write this condition in terms of the quantities 91 = 1 + d / R 1 and 
92 = 1 + d / R2, which are known as the g parameters: 

I o "' """ "' 1. 
(10.2-6) 

Confinement Condition 

The resonator is said to be stable when this condition is satisfied. This result also 
emerges from wave optics, as will be demonstrated subsequently [see (10.2-17)]. 

When the confinement condition (10.2-6) is not satisfied, <pis imaginary so that Ym 
in (10.2-3) becomes a hyperbolic sine function of m that increases without bound. The 
resonator is then said to be unstable. At the boundary of the confinement condition 
(when the inequalities are equalities), the resonator is said to be conditionally stable. 

A useful graphical representation of the confinement condition (Fig. 10.2-3) identi-
fies each combination (91, 92) of the two 9 parameters of a resonator as a point in a 92 
versus 91 diagram. The left inequality in (10.2-6) is equivalent to {g1 2:: 0 and 92 2:: 
O; or 91 ::; 0 and 92 ::; O} so that all stable points (91, 92) must lie in the first or third 
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m = 0, 1, 2, .... In this diagram, 01 < 0 since 
the ray is directed downward. Angles are 
exaggerated for the purposes of illustration; 
all rays are paraxial so that sin 0 ::::; tan 0 ::::; 
0 and the propagation distance of all rays 
between the mirrors is ::::; d . 

This cascade of ray-transfer matrices represents, from right to left [see (1.4-4) and 
(1.4-9)]: 

Propagation a distance d through free space 
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Propagation a distance d through free space 
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of the ray. For the case at hand F = l, so that 
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The solution (10.2-3) is harmonic, and therefore bounded, provided <p = cos- 1 b is 
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It is convenient to write this condition in terms of the quantities 91 = 1 + d / R 1 and 
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Confinement Condition 

The resonator is said to be stable when this condition is satisfied. This result also 
emerges from wave optics, as will be demonstrated subsequently [see (10.2-17)]. 

When the confinement condition (10.2-6) is not satisfied, <pis imaginary so that Ym 
in (10.2-3) becomes a hyperbolic sine function of m that increases without bound. The 
resonator is then said to be unstable. At the boundary of the confinement condition 
(when the inequalities are equalities), the resonator is said to be conditionally stable. 

A useful graphical representation of the confinement condition (Fig. 10.2-3) identi-
fies each combination (91, 92) of the two 9 parameters of a resonator as a point in a 92 
versus 91 diagram. The left inequality in (10.2-6) is equivalent to {g1 2:: 0 and 92 2:: 
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Flgure 9.2-3 Resonator stability diagram. A spherical-mirror resonator is stable if the parame-
8 =1+d/R, and 82 = 1 + d/R, lie in the unshaded regions bounded by the lines

8, = 0 and g, = 0, and the hyperbola g, = 1/8. R is negative for a concave mirror and positive
for a convex mirror. Various special configurations are indicated by letters. All symmetrical
esonators lie along the line 82 = 81
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Fabry-Perot resonant cavity with unequal mirrors 

It is easy to see that for an FP cavity with unequal mirrors:

• intracavity field

• reflected field 

• transmitted field

• finesse:  

In Advanced Virgo
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7.1 OPTICS OF DIELECTRIC LAYERED MEDIA 255 

The parameter :f, called the finesse, is a monotonic increasing function of the re-
flectance product r 1 r 2 , and is a measure of the quality of the etalon. For example, 
if r 1 r 2 == 0.99, then :f 313. 

As described in Sec. 2.58, the transmittance 'J' is a periodic function of <p with period 
1r. It reaches its maximum value of 'J max, which equals unity if r 1 == r 2 , when <pis 
an integer multiple of 1r. When the finesse :f is large (i.e., when r 1 r 2 1), 'J becomes 
a sharply peaked function of <p of approximate width 1r :f. Thus, the higher the finesse 
:f, the sharper the peaks of the transmittance as a function of the phase <p. 

The phase <p == nk 0 d == w c d is proportional to the frequency, so that the 
condition <p == 1r corresponds tow == wp, or v == vp, where 

C 
Vp == 2d' 

7rC 
Wp- --

d 
(7.1-35) 

Free Spectral Range 

is called the free spectral range. It follows that the transmittance as a function of 
frequency, 'J v , is a periodic function of period vp, 

1 + 2:f 1r 2 sin 2 1rv vp ' 
(7 .1-36) 

Transmittance 
(Fabry-Perot Etalon) 

as illustrated in Fig. 7 .1-5. It reaches its peak value of 'J' max at the resonance frequencies 
vq == qvp, where q is an integer. When the finesse :f >> 1, 'J' v drops sharply as 
the frequency deviates slightly from vq, so that 'J' v takes the form of a comb-like 
function. The spectral width of each of these high-transmittance lines is 

bv == Vp 
:f ' 

(7.1-37) 

i.e., is a factor of :f smaller than the spacing between the resonance frequencies. 
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Figure 7 .1-5 Intensity transmittance and reflectance, 'J and == 1 - 'J, of the Fabry-Perot etalon 
as a function of the angular frequency w. 

The Fabry-Perot etalon may be used as a sharply tuned optical filter or a spectrum 
analyzer. Because of the periodic nature of the spectral response, however, the spectral 
width of the measured light must be narrower than the free spectral range vp == c 2d 
in order to avoid ambiguity. The filter is tuned (i.e., the resonance frequencies are 
shifted) by adjusting the distance d between the mirrors. A slight change in mir-
ror spacing l:::,,.d shifts the resonance frequency vq == qc 2d by a relatively large 
amount l:::,,.vq == - qc 2d 2 l:::,,.d == -vq lld d. Although the frequency spacing vp 

Intensity transmittance and reflectance of a Fabry-Perot resonant cavity. 



Now, consider the complex (amplitude) reflection coefficient of the FP cavity

By decomposing F in real and imaginary parts, we see that this equation represents the coordinates of a plane curve, 
expressed here in parametric form. 

Letting   we rewrite the same equation in the form   
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The r.h.s. can be simplified further, and we obtain (prove it!):

which is the equation of a circle with center  

and radius
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tighter. A measure of how sensitive the cavity is to changes
in L or ! is the finesse of the cavity, F, and is defined as the
full width at half maximum of the amplitude of the standing
wave inside the cavity, or linewidth, divided by the spacing
between resonances, or free spectral range. If we consider !
fixed and allow L to vary, then the finesse is given by
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where #Llw is the linewidth. As we have said, this linewidth
depends on the reflectivities of the mirrors, so we may as
well define the finesse in terms of these reflectivities. For any
Fabry–Perot cavity, the finesse can be written as25
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Now let’s discuss how the reflectivities of the mirrors af-
fect the behavior of the cavity. If we plot the reflection co-
efficient of a Fabry–Perot cavity in the complex plane, we
find that it is always a circle.26 The properties of this circle
depend on the properties of the cavity, and there are three
cases that we need to consider, ri!ro , ri#ro , and ri$ro .
The reflection coefficients for each case are illustrated in Fig.
11. Far from resonance, the reflection coefficient for each
case is close to "1, and its phase is relatively insensitive to
changes in L or !. As we approach resonance, say by sweep-
ing L at a constant rate, the reflection coefficient advances
around the circle in the counterclockwise direction, picking
up speed as it approaches the rightmost edge of the circle. On
resonance, the reflection coefficient lies on the rightmost
edge of the circle, and its phase changes the most rapidly for
a given change in L . After we pass through resonance, the
reflection coefficient tracks along the top half of the circle
and approaches "1 again, slowing down as it gets farther
from resonance. It is this sensitivity in phase to changes in L
near resonance that makes a Fabry–Perot cavity a useful
device for measuring small changes in distance between the
mirrors, and that is why we want to use it in our gravitational
wave detector.
If both mirrors are lossless and have equal reflectivities,

then on resonance the net reflected beam vanishes. Sufficient
power builds up inside the cavity that the leakage beam ex-
actly cancels the promptly reflected beam, and the reflection
coefficient goes to zero. All of the incident power gets trans-
mitted through the cavity. When this condition is satisfied

(ri!ro and both mirrors are lossless%, the cavity is referred
to as critically coupled. If the output mirror is much more
reflective than the input mirror, and again both are lossless,
then very little light gets transmitted through the cavity, even
on resonance. The leakage beam $through the input mirror%
has a larger amplitude than the promptly reflected beam, and
there is some net reflected light even on resonance. In this
case the cavity is referred to as overcoupled. If the output
mirror is less reflective than the input mirror, then again little
light gets transmitted through the cavity on resonance. This
time, however, it is the promptly reflected beam that domi-
nates, and the phase of the net reflected light is "180°, as
shown in Fig. 11. $Note that the leakage beam is 180° out of
phase with the promptly reflected beam on resonance, re-
gardless of the coupling.%
If we want to use Fabry–Perot cavities as delay lines in

the arms of a Michelson interferometer and recombine the
light back at the beam splitter, and especially if we want to
implement power recycling, it is best for us to use a strongly
over-coupled cavity. In this case essentially all of the light is
reflected when the cavity is on resonance, and the phase of
this reflected light is very sensitive to deviations from reso-
nance, as shown in Fig. 12.
Near resonance, the reflection coefficient for an over-

coupled, lossy Fabry–Perot cavity of length L and finesse
Fac is approximately

rx ,y!! 1"
1
&

Fac' " #1%i8Fac
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where (Lx ,y represents a small length deviation in either the
x or y arm from perfect resonance, and we have approxi-
mated the finesse of an overcoupled cavity by

Fac)
2&

t i
2 . $22%

Fig. 11. The amplitude reflection coefficients for Fabry–Perot cavities are
circles in the complex plane; ri and ro are the amplitude reflection coeffi-
cients of the input and output mirrors, respectively.

Fig. 12. On resonance, a small change in the length of a Fabry–Perot cavity
dramatically changes its reflection coefficient. The amplitude reflection co-
efficient for an over-coupled Fabry–Perot cavity is plotted. Resonance is at
%1, and the plot uses LIGO values for the mirrors $Ref. 27%. 1000 points are
plotted uniformly over a length of !/2.
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tighter. A measure of how sensitive the cavity is to changes
in L or ! is the finesse of the cavity, F, and is defined as the
full width at half maximum of the amplitude of the standing
wave inside the cavity, or linewidth, divided by the spacing
between resonances, or free spectral range. If we consider !
fixed and allow L to vary, then the finesse is given by
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where #Llw is the linewidth. As we have said, this linewidth
depends on the reflectivities of the mirrors, so we may as
well define the finesse in terms of these reflectivities. For any
Fabry–Perot cavity, the finesse can be written as25
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Now let’s discuss how the reflectivities of the mirrors af-
fect the behavior of the cavity. If we plot the reflection co-
efficient of a Fabry–Perot cavity in the complex plane, we
find that it is always a circle.26 The properties of this circle
depend on the properties of the cavity, and there are three
cases that we need to consider, ri!ro , ri#ro , and ri$ro .
The reflection coefficients for each case are illustrated in Fig.
11. Far from resonance, the reflection coefficient for each
case is close to "1, and its phase is relatively insensitive to
changes in L or !. As we approach resonance, say by sweep-
ing L at a constant rate, the reflection coefficient advances
around the circle in the counterclockwise direction, picking
up speed as it approaches the rightmost edge of the circle. On
resonance, the reflection coefficient lies on the rightmost
edge of the circle, and its phase changes the most rapidly for
a given change in L . After we pass through resonance, the
reflection coefficient tracks along the top half of the circle
and approaches "1 again, slowing down as it gets farther
from resonance. It is this sensitivity in phase to changes in L
near resonance that makes a Fabry–Perot cavity a useful
device for measuring small changes in distance between the
mirrors, and that is why we want to use it in our gravitational
wave detector.
If both mirrors are lossless and have equal reflectivities,

then on resonance the net reflected beam vanishes. Sufficient
power builds up inside the cavity that the leakage beam ex-
actly cancels the promptly reflected beam, and the reflection
coefficient goes to zero. All of the incident power gets trans-
mitted through the cavity. When this condition is satisfied

(ri!ro and both mirrors are lossless%, the cavity is referred
to as critically coupled. If the output mirror is much more
reflective than the input mirror, and again both are lossless,
then very little light gets transmitted through the cavity, even
on resonance. The leakage beam $through the input mirror%
has a larger amplitude than the promptly reflected beam, and
there is some net reflected light even on resonance. In this
case the cavity is referred to as overcoupled. If the output
mirror is less reflective than the input mirror, then again little
light gets transmitted through the cavity on resonance. This
time, however, it is the promptly reflected beam that domi-
nates, and the phase of the net reflected light is "180°, as
shown in Fig. 11. $Note that the leakage beam is 180° out of
phase with the promptly reflected beam on resonance, re-
gardless of the coupling.%
If we want to use Fabry–Perot cavities as delay lines in

the arms of a Michelson interferometer and recombine the
light back at the beam splitter, and especially if we want to
implement power recycling, it is best for us to use a strongly
over-coupled cavity. In this case essentially all of the light is
reflected when the cavity is on resonance, and the phase of
this reflected light is very sensitive to deviations from reso-
nance, as shown in Fig. 12.
Near resonance, the reflection coefficient for an over-

coupled, lossy Fabry–Perot cavity of length L and finesse
Fac is approximately
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where (Lx ,y represents a small length deviation in either the
x or y arm from perfect resonance, and we have approxi-
mated the finesse of an overcoupled cavity by
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Fig. 11. The amplitude reflection coefficients for Fabry–Perot cavities are
circles in the complex plane; ri and ro are the amplitude reflection coeffi-
cients of the input and output mirrors, respectively.

Fig. 12. On resonance, a small change in the length of a Fabry–Perot cavity
dramatically changes its reflection coefficient. The amplitude reflection co-
efficient for an over-coupled Fabry–Perot cavity is plotted. Resonance is at
%1, and the plot uses LIGO values for the mirrors $Ref. 27%. 1000 points are
plotted uniformly over a length of !/2.
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• ri = re,    critical coupling
At resonance the reflected beam vanishes, all the 
incident power is transmitted through the cavity.

• ri < re,    overcoupling
The leakage beam that bounces back from the cavity has 
larger amplitude than the promptly reflected beam, and 
there is reflection even at resonance, with positive 
amplitude reflection coefficient. 

• ri > re,    undercoupling
The leakage beam has a smaller amplitude than the 
promptly reflected beam and there is reflection even at 
resonance, with negative amplitude reflection 
coefficient. 

Normally, GW interferometers are operated with 
overcoupled FP cavities. 
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resonance condition

Amplitude ratio in the case of the Advanced Virgo mirrors.
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Following a length change in one arm

Then, expanding about resonance, so that                             and 
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When we include losses (e.g., due to mirror imperfections), we find the arm reflectances

This is the reflectance for the carrier. 

For the sidebands we can assume that they are completely reflected by the input mirror with -1 amplitude reflectance.

The FP cavities act as individual mirrors, and their length is the same. The equivalent 
Michelson interferometer has arms that have only few meters, and the Schnupp 
asymmetry is applied to these short arms.  
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Close to resonance we find that the full transfer function of the Michelson inteferometer with FP arms is

• Carrier

• Sidebands
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Total electric field at the output port (Michelson interferometer with FP arms)
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Total power at the output port
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Power recycling
3.2 Interferometer Sensitivity 21

Fig. 3.3 Scheme of a
Michelson interferometer
with Fabry Perot cavities on
its arms and a power
recycling mirror

The other parameter that can improve the sensitivity is the input power, P0. Again
it is not straightforward to increase the power of the laser since it arises technical
problems, so an alternative was proposed: an additional mirror.

At Dark Fringe, the two beams that recombine at the BS are in destructive inter-
ference. This means that in the ideal case there is no light arriving to the detection
photodiode. Instead, all the power is coming back towards the laser source. The idea
was to add a mirror between the BS and the laser in order to recycle all the power
that is coming back, as it can be seen in Fig. 3.3.

This way a new resonant cavity is created, the Power Recycling Cavity, and the
effective power impinging on the BS is increased by the optical gain of the cavity
GPR . It can be calculated as:

GPR =
(

tPR

1 − rPR · rM ICH

)2

(3.18)

where tPR, rPR are the transmission and reflectivity of the new mirror, also called
Power Recycling mirror or PR, and rM ICH is the reflectivity of the Michelson
enhanced by the presence of the Fabry-Perot cavities, which depends on the inter-
ference condition at the BS.

Knowing that the effective power is increased by GPR , it is straightforward to
evaluate the impact on hshot :

h̃shot =
1

GFP
· 1
k · L ·

√
hPν

GPR · P0 · (r21 + r22 )
· 1
√
1 −

√
1 − C2

·
√

1+
(

f
fc

)2

(3.19)
In this case the sensitivity is increased by a factor

√
GPR , which for Advanced Virgo

is ∼6.
Finally, it is foreseen to add an extra cavity to the Advanced Virgo detector in

order to increase further the sensitivity. The target is to recycle the signal produced
by the passage of a GW. For this purpose a mirror is added between the BS and the

Scheme of a Michelson interferometer with 
Fabry Perot cavities in its arms and a power 
recycling mirror 

Part of the power in the Michelson interferometer would head back 
towards the laser, and be lost. 

The purpose of the power recycling cavity is that of making the 
power flow unidirectional, as in a standard FP cavity. 

The recycling cavity acts as an additional FP cavity, where one of the 
mirrors is the power recycling mirror, and the other one is the whole 
interferometer with its FP arms. 

In this case we wish to trasmit forward as much radiation as possible, 
while the backwards reflection should be as little as possible. 

Clearly, the (amplitude) transmission coefficient of the cavity is
 

where
 
• rc = recycling cavity
• ifo = interferometer
• bs = beam splitter
• rm = recycling mirror
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arms, reflect off the end mirrors, and recombine to interfere
back at the beam splitter.20 The light emitted at the observa-
tion or antisymmetric port provides a measure of the differ-
ence between the lengths of the interferometer’s arms. !The
symmetric port, from which light returns to the laser, also
contains information about the relative arm lengths. Conser-
vation of energy requires that the power coming out of the
symmetric and antisymmetric ports, along with any power
lost in the instrument, accounts for all of the input power."
Let us consider quantitatively the response of a simple

Michelson interferometer to a gravitational wave. It is not
difficult to derive an expression for the electric field at the
output of the interferometer, Eout , as a function of the elec-
tric field at its input, E in ,

Eout!
1
2 !rxeik2!x"ryeik2!y"E in . !1"

Here !x and !y are the lengths of the two arms, k is the wave
number for the light we are using, and rx and ry are the
amplitude reflectivities of the end mirrors. In our convention,
a perfectly reflecting mirror has r!"1.
The power falling on the photodiode in Fig. 2 is the square

of the magnitude of the electric field, !Eout!2, or, for perfectly
reflecting end mirrors,

Pout!P in cos2#k!!x"!y"$ , !2"

where P in!!E in!2 is the power entering the interferometer,
provided by the laser in Fig. 2. This output power, and hence
the voltage produced by the photodiode, varies sinusoidally
with the difference in arm lengths, as shown in Fig. 3. If we
let the arm lengths in the absence of a gravitational wave be
!x and !y , then we can write the total arm length as !x
#%!x and !y#%!y , where a gravitational wave induces the
perturbations %!x and %!y . If we write the strain induced by
the gravitational wave as

h&
%!x"%!y

!
, !3"

then we can write the power at the output of the interferom-
eter as

Pout!P in cos2#k!'!#!h "$ , !4"

where '!!!x"!y is the asymmetry in the arm lengths in
the absence of a signal, and the average arm length is !
!(!x#!y)/2. In this paper we will assume that the gravita-
tional wave strain is very small—small enough that k!h
$1. We can then choose an operating point at some '! and
look at the small perturbations in the output power around
that point that the gravitational wave produces. We can de-
scribe this small-signal response mathematically by a Taylor
expansion about '! .

Pout!P in cos2!k'! "#P in
(

(u cos
2u"

u!k'!

!k!h "#¯ .

!5"

The response of our simple Michelson interferometer to a
gravitational wave strain h is proportional to the derivative
of the output power with respect to '! , so the obvious thing
to do is to operate at the point where that derivative is maxi-
mum, which is point 1 in Fig. 3. At this point k'!!)/4, and

Pout*
P in
2 #1"2k!h$ . !6"

Unfortunately, we are then left with a fairly large dc term,
P in cos2(k'!)!Pin/2 in this case, which will fluctuate if '!
varies due to any perturbations on the mirrors, whether it be
a gravitational wave, or seismic disturbance, etc. More im-
portantly, this dc term is proportional to P in , which can fluc-
tuate even if the mirrors remain still.
Measuring small changes in a large signal is seldom an

effective way to do experimental physics. If the amplitude of
the gravitational wave we want to study is very small, as is
too often the case, fluctuations in the dc term described
above can completely obscure our signal. What we need is a
way to reduce or even eliminate the dc term while retaining
and, if possible, boosting our signal. How we meet these two
goals is the subject of this paper.

Fig. 2. A basic Michelson interferometer is sensitive to the kinds of strain a
gravitational wave will produce. Incident laser light is split by a beam split-
ter, sent down orthogonal paths along the x and y axis, reflected from mir-
rors at the ends of these paths, and recombined back at the beam splitter. The
interference between these two return beams produces a net intensity that is
sensitive to differential changes in the lengths of the arms.

Fig. 3. The intensity of the light at the observation port versus the difference
in arm lengths !units of +, the wavelength of the light". Operating at point 1
maximizes the change in power for a given change in arm lengths, but also
makes the instrument sensitive to intensity noise in the light source. Oper-
ating at point 2 eliminates this problem, but, in a simple Michelson inter-
ferometer, it reduces the signal to a second-order effect.
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Recycled power

Sidebands are off-resonance with respect to the F-P arm cavities, therefore  , so that the 
reflectivity is given by the light going back to the symmetric port 

while the interferometer transmission coefficient represents light 
moving towards the antisymmetric port, and corresponds to the 
transfer function that we have just found
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Using these values 

we find the reflection coefficient of the power recycling cavity

from which – after substitution of the ifo values – we see that the resonance condition is

and that the reflected field vanishes for 

which requires an adjustment of the Schnupp asymmetry to satisfy this constraint as well.
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On the whole, on resonance  there is no reflection and the transmission coefficient for sidebands is

Similar calculations can be carried out for the carrier beam and one finally finds the transfer function of the complete 
interferometer

So that the voltage signal at the end of the detection chain is 
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Power recycling

The complete setup of the power recycling system must take into account that:

• The carrier field must be on resonance in the arm Fabry-Perot cavities
• The carrier field must be on resonance  in the power recycling cavity to enhance the effective input power as much as possible

• The arm FP stabilization feedback uses the sidebands as phase reference; for this reason, the sidebands must be off-resonance in 
the arm cavities and reflect off the input mirrors of the arm FPs

• The sidebands must be on resonance in the power recycling cavity, otherwise, they would not reach the input mirrors of the arm 
FPs

• A phase reference is also needed to build up an error signal for power recycling cavity; for this reason, it is necessary to use a 
modulation frequency that is not resonant in the power recycling cavity

• the power recycling cavity of Virgo needs a special consideration due to its optical configuration which is very close to the limit 
of stability since 1 − g1g2 = 0.19 × 10−5.
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FIG. 1: A Michelson interferometer with Farby-Perot cavi-
ties placed inside the arms. The beam splitter splits the into
two seperate beams with each traveling down an arm ranging
about 4 kilometers. The cavities placed inside allow for the
light travel longer distances while also increasing the power
inside the cavity, allowing for the interferometer’s sensativity
and resolution to increase so when a gravitational wave dis-
turbs the light by changing the distance the light travels, the
photodiode can detect the change.

shows how much the beam diverges best described by the
equation

⇥ = 2✓ = 2
�

⇡w0
(1)

with � being the wavelength of the laser. Notice how
there is an inverse relation between the beam waist w0

and divergence angle ⇥. This is important because we
do not wish to create a beam in which it diverges a lot.
The Rayleigh range ZR is also a↵ected for this for a beam
with a large waist will have a long Rayleigh range and
vice versa. w(z) describes the beam size at a certain
position in the gaussian beam, and the size is describes
by,

w(z) = w0

r
1 +

z

zr

2
. (2)

HIGHER ORDER MODES

The gaussian beam is called the fundamental mode or
TEM00 because it belongs in a family of modes called
Hermite-Gaussian (HG) and Laguerre-Gaussian modes.
The di↵erence between the these two families of modes
is the Hermite Gaussian intensity distribuations have a
retangular shape that can be described in cartesian co-
ordinates while the Laguerre Gaussian modes are better

FIG. 2: A picture showing the main characteristics of a gaus-
sian beam. ZR is unique in that the beam size will always bep
2w0

bigger than the beam waist. b is just showing the overall
distance between the Rayleigh range since there are two

rayleigh ranges for each side of the beam waist.

described in cylindircal coodinates due to their inten-
sity distributions being more circular than rectangular
[3]. The gaussian beam is the lowest mode for each of
these families. Our focus is more oriented with the for-
mation of Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes because we will
be introducing these modes in the form of modulations
to create our own mode mismatch and compare it an pre-
existing mode mismatch by comparing the beat betwee
the two. Figure 3 shows the intensity distributions of the
Laguerre-Gaussian modes as we want to see the TEM10

mode when we introduce a modulation onto the laser.

FIG. 3: The Intensity profile of the Laguerre-Gaussian modes.
We wish to see the LG10 when we apply the modulation with
the use of an electro optical lens. Notice also how the Gaus-
sian beam (TEM00) is the lowest mode for the LG modes,
which is also the lowest modes for the HG modes [4].

>-,.(6#$%#8.%&$,&(%$1.6+"/%8,(."/.
A#'),++,47#)((%#&.2"5,(9.
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20 3 Ground Based Gravitational Wave Detectors

Fig. 3.2 Scheme of a
Michelson interferometer
with Fabry-Perot cavities on
its arms

The extra phase accumulated due to a change on the length of a Fabry-Perot cavity
is equal to:

δφFP = 2 · k · 2 · F
π

· δL (3.15)

The effect of this δL on the phase is increasedwith respect to a singlemirror by a factor
GFP = 2 ·F

π
usually known as optical gain of the cavity. However, the behaviour of

a Fabry-Perot cavity depends on the frequency. The storage time is a parameter that
gives the time needed to “fill” a resonant cavity. If the change on the length is faster
than this time, its effects are attenuated by the cavity (it acts as a low-pass filter).
Taking in account the frequency behaviour of the cavity we can write:

δφFP = 2 · k · GFP · δL
√
1+

(
f
fc

)2
(3.16)

where fc = c
4FL is the cut-off frequency over which the effects start to be attenuated

by the cavity. In the case of Advanced Virgo, for Fabry-Perot cavities of F ∼ 450
and arm lengths of 3 km the cut-off frequency is around 50 Hz.

Now we can repeat a reasoning analogous to the one in the previous section to
evaluate the impact of the shot noise on the sensitivity when we add Fabry-Perot
cavities in the arms. The minimal strain that can be detected in this case is:

h̃shot =
1

GFP
· 1
k · L ·

√
hPν

P0 · (r21 + r22 )
· 1
√
1 −

√
1 − C2

·
√

1+
(

f
fc

)2

(3.17)

Comparing it to the expression in Eq. 3.13 it can be seen that the sensitivity is
improved by a factor GFP , which in the case of the Advanced Virgo arm cavities is
∼290.

3.2 Interferometer Sensitivity 21

Fig. 3.3 Scheme of a
Michelson interferometer
with Fabry Perot cavities on
its arms and a power
recycling mirror

The other parameter that can improve the sensitivity is the input power, P0. Again
it is not straightforward to increase the power of the laser since it arises technical
problems, so an alternative was proposed: an additional mirror.

At Dark Fringe, the two beams that recombine at the BS are in destructive inter-
ference. This means that in the ideal case there is no light arriving to the detection
photodiode. Instead, all the power is coming back towards the laser source. The idea
was to add a mirror between the BS and the laser in order to recycle all the power
that is coming back, as it can be seen in Fig. 3.3.

This way a new resonant cavity is created, the Power Recycling Cavity, and the
effective power impinging on the BS is increased by the optical gain of the cavity
GPR . It can be calculated as:

GPR =
(

tPR

1 − rPR · rM ICH

)2

(3.18)

where tPR, rPR are the transmission and reflectivity of the new mirror, also called
Power Recycling mirror or PR, and rM ICH is the reflectivity of the Michelson
enhanced by the presence of the Fabry-Perot cavities, which depends on the inter-
ference condition at the BS.

Knowing that the effective power is increased by GPR , it is straightforward to
evaluate the impact on hshot :

h̃shot =
1
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· 1
k · L ·

√
hPν

GPR · P0 · (r21 + r22 )
· 1
√
1 −

√
1 − C2

·
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1+
(

f
fc

)2

(3.19)
In this case the sensitivity is increased by a factor

√
GPR , which for Advanced Virgo

is ∼6.
Finally, it is foreseen to add an extra cavity to the Advanced Virgo detector in

order to increase further the sensitivity. The target is to recycle the signal produced
by the passage of a GW. For this purpose a mirror is added between the BS and the

22 3 Ground Based Gravitational Wave Detectors

Fig. 3.4 Scheme of a
Michelson interferometer
with Fabry Perot cavities on
its arms, a power recycling
mirror and a signal recycling
mirror

Detection photodiode as shown in Fig. 3.4. This configuration is known as Signal
Recycled or Dual Recycled.

The interest of this configuration is that we can tune the shape of the sensitivity
by changing the length of the Signal Recycling Cavity. In particular, there is a con-
figuration called detuned that maximizes the sensitivity in the range of interest for
BNS.

3.2.3 Limiting Noises

So far we have only considered the shot noise which can not be mitigated. At low fre-
quency though there are other noises that couple to the interferometer and that affect
the sensitivity. Figure 3.5 shows an example of a sensitivity curve of Advanced Virgo
with the contributions of the fundamental noises that typically limit the sensitivity.

The example shown in Fig. 3.5 corresponds to the Advanced Virgo detector on its
Dual Recycled configuration with 125 W of input power tuned for Binaries Neutron
Stars. Even if it is not the current configuration, it is representative of the impact of
the different noises to the sensitivity.

At high frequencies it can be seen that theQuantumnoise dominates the sensitivity,
in particular, the shot noise, as we had anticipated. At low frequencies though, there
are different contributions. Here we will mention the most relevant [7]:

• Quantum noise: As mentioned before it comprises the shot noise (dominant at
high frequencies) and the radiation pressure (dominant at low frequencies). The
latter is the consequence of the force that the photons exert on the test masses,
causing a displacement of the mirrors.
This effect is more important when the power increases since the force is larger
as well. Its behaviour depends on the frequency as 1/ f 2, which is the reason why
it is more important at low frequencies. The impact can be reduced, in particular
by increasing the mass of the mirrors, as it was done for Advanced Virgo, where
their mass is 42 kg.

Scheme of a Michelson 
interferometer with Fabry 
Perot cavities on its arms, a 
power recycling mirror and 
a signal recycling mirror 

Scheme of a Michelson 
interferometer with 
Fabry Perot cavities on 
its arms and a power 
recycling mirror 

Scheme of a Michelson 
interferometer with 
Fabry-Perot cavities on 
its arms 

The complete scheme includes a signal recycling cavity as well
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Differential equation satisfied by the generating function of the Bessel functions 

Starting from

after multiplying throughout times tn and summing over n, we see at once that this is leads to

and the sum can be rearranged as follows

and this concludes the proof.   

x2 ∂
2 Jn
∂x2

+ x ∂Jn
∂x

+ x2 − n2( )Jn = 0
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